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SUMMARY
Polymer chain microstructure, including characteristics such as molecular
weight and branch length, can impact the end-use properties of the polymer. The
assumptions contained in deterministic models prevent examination of the structure
of individual polymer chains, so removal of these assumptions is necessary to gain
insight into molecular-level mechanisms that determine chain microstructure. The
work presented here uses a combination of stochastic and deterministic models to
examine two significant mechanistic issues in free radical polymerization.
The zero–one assumption concerning the number of radicals is often made for
miniemulsion polymerization using oil-soluble initiators because of accelerated termi-
nation due to radical confinement. Although most of the initiator is present inside
the particles, opposing viewpoints exist as to whether the locus of radical genera-
tion is the particle phase or the aqueous phase. A well-mixed kinetic Monte Carlo
(KMC) model is used to simulate the molecular weight distribution and the results
are compared to estimated molecular weights for several chain-stopping events, with
the finding that the dominant nucleation mechanism varies with reaction temperature
and particle size.
Intramolecular chain transfer to polymer, or backbiting, is often assumed to pro-
duce only short-chain branches. Using a lattice KMCmodel, a cumulative distribution
function (CDF) is obtained for branch lengths produced by backbiting. Implemen-
tation of the CDF in both a rate-equation model and the well-mixed KMC model
shows that, for the butyl acrylate solution polymerization system used for compari-
son, backbiting is responsible for most of the branches, including long-chain branches,
even though overlap of the polymer coils in the solution is predicted, a condition
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which would normally be expected to lead to significant intermolecular chain transfer
to polymer. The well-mixed KMC model provides a more thorough analysis of chain




Free-radical polymerizations represent the largest segment of commercial polymer
production. One of the earliest examples is the production of styrene–butadiene syn-
thetic rubber, which is produced via emulsion polymerization. Extensive research
efforts undertaken to examine this system by researchers such as Smith and Ewart
[108] led to the earliest classical theories concerning the intervals of emulsion polymer-
ization [112]. Carothers was one of the earliest authors to consider the implications
of multifunctional monomers, applying these concepts to predict the limiting conver-
sions in condensation polymerizations according to monomer functionality [33]. The
branching coefficient derived by Flory [45] represented a significant leap in the under-
standing of polymer networks, allowing prediction of the gel point for condensation
polymerizations of multifunctional monomers based on the ratio of the two species in
the reaction mixture. Stockmayer extended Flory’s ideas to calculate the molecular
weight distribution of branched polymers [111] and along with Zimm [126] developed
a method for estimating the radii of gyration of branched polymers. At that stage, the
theories surrounding branched polymers had extended far beyond the experimental
techniques of the time, so further development of the theory was limited until better
measurements of molecular weight and intrinsic viscosity became available.
Advancement in the technology of free-radical polymerization has been driven by
the desire for improved product quality through finer control of the polymerization,
requiring improvements in experimental techniques as well as theory. The technolo-
gies and theories of free-radical polymerization are now at a crossroads. Miniemul-

















Figure 1: Stochastic modeling provides a way to improve existing theories in free-
radical polymerization kinetics.
2
applications including the encapsulation of pharmaceuticals for controlled release.
Controlled-radical polymerizations have enabled the production of polymer with uni-
form molecular weight and the design of polymer molecules with detailed architec-
tures, such as block copolymers of uniform segment length. The degree of detail
achievable in these processes requires further revision of the theories describing such
processes. The systems which must now be considered consist of individual miniemul-
sion particles, which range in diameter from 50 – 200 nm, or even individual polymer
chains. Continuum models alone are generally incapable of describing systems where
the number of polymer chains or monomers becomes countable. Refinement of the
existing theories for these nanoscale systems requires different modeling approaches,















































Figure 2: Stochastic models provide a higher resolution of detail than is achievable
with deterministic models but are also more computationally intensive.
The kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) algorithm provides an ideal framework for ex-
amining the growth of individual polymer molecules and their resulting topologies,
as compared to deterministic models that only calculate macroscopic observables
such as concentrations, an aspect illustrated in Figure 2. The KMC methodology
has been applied to study the importance of chain-length–dependent termination
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in controlled-radical polymerizations using reversible addition–fragmentation chain
transfer (RAFT) [94] and to examine the influence of mid-chain radicals on the
molecular weight distribution in the semicontinuous emulsion polymerization of butyl
acrylate [9], among other things. Long-chain branching in vinyl acetate has been in-
vestigated using Monte Carlo techniques to sample chains from molecular weight and
branching-density distributions [116]. Simulation of single reactions, such as propa-
gation, chain transfer to monomer, and termination for individual radicals provides a
detailed record of the events which lead to the final topology and molecular weight of
a chain. The ability to investigate the specific mechanisms leading to any feature in
the chain structure provides nearly boundless opportunities to improve the knowledge
of a given reaction or set of reactions and how these reactions contribute to the chain
topology. Computational capacity, availability of experimental data for key model
parameters, and the degree of detail attained by current experimental techniques,
however, all remain limitations to the modeling of chain microstructure.
1.1 Scope
This thesis provides some clarification on two significant issues in free-radical polymer-
ization through the use of combined stochastic and continuum modeling techniques to
unmask the central mechanisms governing chain microstructure, which are typically
hidden behind overarching assumptions. The first issue considered is the dominant
locus of radical generation for particle nucleation using oil-soluble initiators. Asua has
posed that the radicals generated in the particle are dominant [13], while Nomura has
theorized that the small fraction of radicals generated in the aqueous phase around
a particle are dominant [81]. Both of these ideas are centered around the zero–one
assumption, which suggests that multiple radicals cannot exist inside a particle for a
duration sufficient for chain growth, due to the high rate of termination expected from
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radical confinement inside miniemulsion particles. By simulating the kinetics of indi-
vidual radicals, including radical absorption and desorption, the zero–one assumption
is removed and replaced with a set of less severe assumptions about the individual
reactions. As particle nucleation occurs quickly in miniemulsion polymerizations, the
earlier stages of the polymerization at low conversion are most significant in the exam-
ination of this phenomenon; therefore, the simulations performed concerning this issue
ignore the gel effect, whereby the termination rate decreases at higher conversion due
to impaired mobility of radicals. Also, chain-length–dependent termination, which
accounts for the differing diffusivities of radical-containing chains of varied length, is
excluded from these simulations. These simplifications of the termination reaction
draw from the assumption that the miniemulsion particle is well-mixed, such that the
concentration of polymer chains throughout the particle is uniform. Justification of
this assumption is provided later, based on the small size of miniemulsion particles
relative to the diffusivity of a polymer chain. Radical absorption and desorption are
other events that involve a number of assumptions. Radical-containing chains at or
beyond a certain critical length are assumed to enter the particle instantaneously
once they reach that length, and only unitary radicals or chains below the critical
length are allowed to desorb from the particle [40]. Monomer concentration in the
aqueous phase is assumed to remain constant throughout the polymerization, and
propagation is the only aqueous-phase reaction considered in the simulations. These
assumptions regarding radical absorption may have a small effect on the molecular
weight for certain chain-stopping events but are unlikely to change the conclusions
regarding the most significant chain-stopping events.
The second significant issue considered in this work is the branch-length distri-
bution of polymers in which intramolecular chain transfer of radicals may occur.
The term “backbiting” commonly refers to intramolecular chain transfer to a mer
twice-separated from the radical [77]. Intermolecular chain transfer, between polymer
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chains, is thought to be responsible for producing long-chain branches, and backbiting
is assumed to only produce short-chain branches [48, 62, 77]. Unraveling the assump-
tion that backbiting produces only short-chain branches requires investigation into the
locations where a radical may come in contact with other mers in its own chain. For
the work presented herein, this investigation is accomplished using spatially-resolved
simulations of a chain on a face-centered cubic (FCC) lattice, where the lattice sites
represent individual monomers or bonded mers, and bond length and bond angle con-
straints are enforced between mers. Each time the radical chain-end comes in contact
with another mer in its chain, the distance in mers from the radical recorded, even-
tually producing a probability distribution based on the distance from the radical.
In generating this probability distribution, the simulations are assumed to provide
reasonable chain conformations and to sufficiently explore the range of all possible
conformations. Physical reasonableness of the chain conformations on the lattice is
shown through calculation of the end-to-end distance and its power-law scaling with
chain length. The probability distribution is incorporated into both rate-equation and
KMC models investigating the branch-length distribution in butyl acrylate solution
polymerization. Exactly what number of mers constitutes a long-chain or short-chain
branch is not well articulated. The rate-equation and KMC simulations use a series
of cutoff lengths to differentiate between short-chain and long-chain branches, but
more broadly this study highlights the need to better understand and quantify the
relationship between chain topology and viscosity.
1.2 Summary
Chapter 2 provides a review of relevant literature regarding the systems examined in
this work and the modeling techniques used in the literature to study these systems.
Miniemulsion polymerization is discussed, and a detailed description is given of the
issues surrounding particle nucleation with oil-soluble initiators. Past experimental
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studies and modeling efforts pertaining to branching in butyl acrylate are discussed, as
well as the experimental system that is the basis for the branching studies presented
here [79]. An overview is presented for spatial modeling techniques used for poly-
mer chains, and the topics of bond fluctuation and reptation are discussed, as these
methodologies for simulating polymer diffusion are applied in the spatially-resolved
lattice model.
Chapter 3 describes the spatially-resolved model developed to study miniemul-
sion polymer particles with concurrent simulation of reactions and diffusion of poly-
mer chains. An account is given of the efforts to model center-of-mass motion of
polymer chains using both bond fluctuation and reptation. The implementation of
reactions within the FCC lattice is described, with details provided for reactions such
as propagation and termination. The development and justification of the backbiting
cumulative distribution function (CDF) are also provided in this chapter.
Chapter 4 provides a thorough description of the well-mixed models used in the
simulation studies. The well-mixed KMC model is discussed, and a detailed list of
corresponding macroscopic and molecular rate equations is given. Discussion is pro-
vided for all of the reactions, including the conversion of macroscopic rate constants
to the molecular scale. The rate-equation model is presented, with particular atten-
tion given to the ordinary differential equations used to model the concentration of
short-chain and long-chain branches. The methods used to predict the linear and
branched intrinsic viscosities are described.
In Chapter 5, the results are presented for the study of the nucleation mechanisms
using oil-soluble initiators in the miniemulsion polymerization of styrene. The four
chain-stopping mechanisms considered in the study are described, and the resulting
molecular weight is predicted for each chain-stopping event. Two sets of experimental
data for styrene miniemulsion polymerization are examined: one new set of data taken
at 50 ◦C with a particle diameter of 109 nm [99], and another set of data from the
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literature taken at 75 ◦C with a particle diameter of 170 nm [6]. Agreement is achieved
between KMC simulations and each set of experimental data. Desorption of radicals
is found to be significant for the newer data set, with a lower temperature and smaller
particle size, while termination by combination is shown to dominate the molecular
weight distribution when both the temperature and particle size are increased.
The simulation results from the rate-equation model compared to experimental
data for butyl acrylate solution polymerization [79] are presented in Chapter 6. The
nominal rate constants are shown to produce good agreement with the experimen-
tal data [79] for monomer conversion, number-average molecular weight, and degree
of branching. Backbiting is found to be responsible for producing the majority of
branches, including most long-chain branches, contradicting the common assumption
that backbiting only produces short-chain branches. The dominance of backbiting is
especially significant since the polymer coils in solution are predicted to overlap, a
condition which would often be assumed to result in a noticeable amount of inter-
molecular chain transfer to polymer. A majority of the branches, about 92%, are
expected to be less than 10 mers in length. The predicted long-chain branched intrin-
sic viscosity grows closer to the linear-chain intrinsic viscosity as the cutoff length for
long-chain branches is increased. The total branched viscosity, accounting for both
long-chain and short-chain branching, is found to be insensitive to the cutoff length
between long-chain and short-chain branches.
Chapter 7 presents the results from the well-mixed KMC simulations of butyl
acrylate solution polymerization, comparing these results to both the experimental
data [79] and the results of the rate-equation simulations. The necessary requirement
of a finite system size in the KMC simulations results in an artificial confinement of
radicals, increasing the termination rate when two radicals are confined within the
system, and reducing both the rate of conversion and the amount of branching as the
radical lifetime is shortened. As the system boundary is only artificial, absorption and
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desorption of radicals through the system boundary are not allowed, so the generation
of geminate radicals from each initiator dissociation dictates that either zero or two
radicals are present at any time. A noticeable difference exists between the two models
in the predicted amounts of long-chain branching, but this difference diminishes as
the cutoff length separating short-chain and long-chain branches is increased. The
lack of information concerning branching topology in the rate-equation model results
in a higher amount of long-chain branching, while the explicit counting of long-chain
branches in the KMC simulation causes the amount of long-chain branching to plateau






This examination of free-radical polymerization kinetics encompasses several differ-
ent polymerization systems. The simplest of these systems is solution polymerization,
where monomer is diluted with an organic solvent. As compared to bulk polymeriza-
tions, the use of a solvent allows for better temperature control through improved heat
transfer, an important characteristic as most free-radical polymerizations are highly
exothermic [105]. The low monomer concentration not only makes the mixture less
viscous but also results in a slow rate of polymerization [105]. A significant downside
to solution polymerization is the potential environmental impact of many organic sol-
vents, which may increase the cost through additional separation processes to recycle
the solvent [105]. Another potential issue is contamination of the polymer if removal
of the solvent is difficult [82]. One of the major commercial uses of solution poly-
merization is in the production of polystyrene, for applications such as expandable
polystyrene and injection molding to produce items ranging from household products
to medical lab equipment [82]. Polyacrylonitrile, the primary component of most
acrylic fibers, is another important commercial polymer that is often produced by
solution polymerization [82].
2.1.2 Emulsion Polymerization
In conventional emulsion polymerizations, referred to here as macroemulsions, a sur-
factant is used to stabilize monomer droplets dispersed in water. Macroemulsion
polymerization has several advantages over solution polymerization. First, the use
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of water, rather than an organic solvent, greatly reduces the environmental impact
as compared to solution polymerization, and the high thermal conductivity of water
makes removal of heat even easier. Second, the high concentration of monomer in-
side droplets significantly increases the rate of polymerization over that achievable
in solution polymerization [105]. As with solution polymerization, the viscosity of
emulsions remains low throughout the polymerization, making the mixture easier to
pump and improving heat transfer [105]. One of the largest commercial applications
of macroemulsion polymerization is in the production of styrene–butadiene synthetic
rubber used in tires [82]. Poly(vinyl acetate) is normally produced via macroemulsion
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Figure 3: Comparison of macroemulsion and miniemulsion polymerization sys-
tems [105]. In both systems, monomer droplets are stabilized by a surfactant,
but miniemulsion polymerization also employs a costabilizer, contained within the
monomer droplets, to prevent droplet decay.
An unseeded, batch macroemulsion polymerization reaction may be divided into
three intervals, as shown in Figure 3. Particle nucleation occurs during Interval I as
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radicals generated in the aqueous phase propagate and then either enter monomer-
swollen micelles or precipitate from the aqueous phase and nucleate new particles.
Interval I is usually completed within 2 – 10% monomer conversion, with most of
the monomer remaining in the droplets [105]. During Interval II, polymerization
occurs in the monomer-swollen particles, while the monomer concentration within
the particles remains constant due to diffusion of monomer from droplets. When the
monomer droplets have disappeared, Interval III commences, and during this interval
the reaction continues until the monomer in the particles is depleted.
2.1.3 Miniemulsion Polymerization
Unpredictable particle nucleation in macroemulsions, along with the swelling of par-
ticles during Interval II, complicates control of the final particle size. Miniemulsion
polymerizations overcome these issues by employing a costabilizer in addition to the
surfactant, preserving the particle size from the initial dispersion by preventing de-
cay of the monomer droplets [105]. The droplets produced in miniemulsions are very
small, on the order of 50 – 200 nm, so the surface area of the droplets is quite high.
Diffusion of monomer from these small droplets into larger droplets is thermodynam-
ically favorable due to the resulting decrease in interfacial free energy, leading to the
decay of smaller droplets in macroemulsions. Costabilizers employed in miniemul-
sions are highly water-insoluble, compared to the monomer, and so remain inside
the monomer droplets or nucleated particles, as shown in Figure 3. Loss of monomer
from miniemulsion droplets increases the concentration of costabilizer in the droplets,
resulting in a thermodynamically unfavorable increase in the free energy of mixing
which balances the decrease in interfacial free energy [105]. Most of the surfactant is
adsorbed to the droplet surfaces, rather than being free to form micelles or stabilize
additional particles nucleated from the aqueous phase. Radical entry into monomer
droplets, rather than micelles, is then the primary mechanism of particle nucleation
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when water-soluble initiators are used [105]. Droplet nucleation was first reported by
Ugelstad et al. [117], and since that time a number of important applications have
been developed, including encapsulation of inorganic solids [41, 42, 43] and reversible
addition–fragmentation chain-transfer (RAFT) polymerization in dispersed systems
[29, 104]. Encapsulation of a substance in polymer is only achievable when droplet
nucleation occurs, allowing polymerization in monomer surrounding the encapsulated
substance, since micellar nucleation would result in diffusion of monomer away from
the substance that is to be encapsulated. RAFT polymerization is only possible when
RAFT agent is present at the locus of polymerization, the monomer droplets [11].
Neither of these applications are feasible for macroemulsion polymerization, where
the locus of polymerization is in the micelles, and monomer must diffuse through the
aqueous phase to the micelles. Because monomer does not need to diffuse through

















Figure 4: Possible particle nucleation mechanisms in miniemulsion polymerization
based on the zero–one assumption, including (a) nucleation with a water-soluble
initiator radical, (b) nucleation with oil-soluble initiator where the initiator in the
particle is dominant and desorption is required, and (c) nucleation with oil-soluble
initiator where the small amount of initiator partitioned in the aqueous phase is dom-
inant. Filled circles represent radicals, x’s represent initiator end-groups, and a pair
of x’s represents an oil-soluble initiator molecule.
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While water-soluble initiators are more commonly used in miniemulsion polymer-
izations due to a higher rate of polymerization, the use of oil-soluble initiators has
increased in recent years [11, 105]. Water-soluble initiators dissociate into radical
pairs in the aqueous phase and single radicals then enter the particles, as shown in
Figure 4(a) . When attempting to achieve a uniform particle-size distribution, as
is the case in miniemulsions, water-soluble initiators present the issue of secondary
nucleation, whereby additional particles may be formed from radicals in the aqueous
phase. Oil-soluble initiators circumvent this obstacle by generating radicals primar-
ily within monomer droplets, significantly decreasing the probability for secondary
nucleation. A second advantage of oil-soluble initiators is greater mobility of chain
ends within the particle, as the hydrophilic end-groups from water-soluble initiators
are thought to remain anchored to the particle surface [36, 65]. Greater mobility of
the radicals allows for more complete polymerization of the particle interior, enabling
the production of a uniform particle morphology. The slower rates of polymerization
observed for oil-soluble initiators have been attributed to a significant fraction of rad-
ical pairs recombining within the particle immediately after dissociation. This “cage”
effect may be due to the higher viscosity of the particle as compared to the aqueous
phase. The fraction of initiator radicals that escape this “cage” after generation is
commonly referred to as the initiator efficiency.
Even when two radicals are able to separate sufficiently within a miniemulsion
particle, they are still confined to the small volume of the particle, increasing the
probability of termination when two or more radicals are present inside a particle,
as compared to bulk polymerizations. This confinement is thought by some authors
to accelerate termination of the radicals, thereby making the existence of multiple
radicals inside a particle unlikely. Therefore, the assumption is often made that
either one or zero radicals are present inside a particle during the polymerization
[105]. Under the zero–one assumption, termination of radicals inside the particle
14





Figure 6: Chemical structure of 2,2’-azobis(isobutyronitrile).
is possible only when new radicals are introduced to the particle by such means as
dissociation of oil-soluble initiator or absorption of radicals from the aqueous phase.
As oil-soluble initiators have gained a greater foothold in miniemulsion polymer-
ization, a debate has grown concerning the primary locus of radical generation for
particle nucleation. The zero–one assumption implies that the aqueous phase must
be of some significance, since radicals are formed in pairs and thus should not be able
to grow to a meaningful chain length without some mechanism for achieving a single
radical within the particle. A small fraction of oil-soluble initiator is partitioned in
the aqueous phase. Two primary schools of thought exist regarding this mechanism:
one, made popular by Asua [13], poses that the locus of radical generation is within
the particle, and that desorption of at least one radical must occur after initiator
dissociation, as shown in Figure 4(b); the other, postulated by Nomura [81], suggests
that termination of radical pairs inside a particle is so overwhelming that the locus of
radical generation must be the aqueous phase, and that such radicals are subsequently
absorbed into the particle, as shown in Figure 4(c).
For the desorption-dominated mechanism to be considered, radicals must first
diffuse apart after generation before recombining or terminating. Radicals are unlikely
to desorb from a particle after propagating several times due to a decrease in the
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water-solubility of the radical, which is low from the beginning for an oil-soluble
initiator radical. Asua suggests that chain transfer to monomer must occur to produce
a significant number of monomeric radicals that would desorb from a particle [13].
Desorption from a particle with a diameter of 100 – 200 nm is then plausible, as the
growing radicals are likely to encounter the particle surface numerous times due to
their high diffusivity. In one of the early studies presenting his theory, Asua uses
a population-balance model [13] to calculate the fraction of particles containing n
radicals, where the maximum value of n is varied, so the zero–one assumption is not
implied. Rates are calculated for radical desorption and absorption, where multiple
redesorption and reabsorption steps may occur for a radical; both termination and
radical generation occur in both phases. The desorption rate is calculated from the
probabilities of absorption and redesorption, which are determined by the rates of
propagation and termination in both phases. The absorption rate is determined by the
diffusivity of the radicals in the aqueous phase and a “radical-capture efficiency.” To
solve the population balance, the number of particles containing n radicals is assumed
to be at steady state. As a test system for the model, Asua performs simulations
for the seeded emulsion polymerization of styrene using 2,2’-azobis(isobutyronitrile)
(AIBN) as the oil-soluble initiator at particle diameters of both 122 and 644 nm
[13]. The structures of styrene and AIBN are shown in Figure 5 and 6. For the
122-nm particle diameter, >99% of the particles have zero or one radical, and n̄ is
calculated to be approximately 0.5. For the 644-nm particle diameter, about 24% of
the particles have two radicals, showing that zero–one kinetics are not dominant at
this larger system size. This shift in the distribution of radicals seems to indicate
that radicals survive longer in a larger particle due to decreased confinement effects,
and provides evidence that desorption of radicals is substantially more significant at
smaller particle sizes. Asua varies the concentration of initiator in the aqueous phase,














Figure 7: Chemical structure of potassium persulfate.
concludes that the locus of radical generation must be inside the particle [13].
The absorption-dominated mechanism, posed by Nomura, requires the assump-
tion of instantaneous termination for radical pairs produced within the particle. Oil-
soluble initiators such as AIBN are sufficiently soluble in water to produce a sub-
stantial number of radicals in the aqueous phase at reasonable reaction temperatures.
These radicals then diffuse toward particles, where they are absorbed due to their
greater solubility in the particles. Nomura investigates this absorption-dominated
mechanism via microemulsion polymerization of styrene using both AIBN and the
water-soluble initiator potassium persulfate (KPS) [81], the structure of which is
shown in Figure 7. Microemulsion polymerization results when either the surfactant
concentration is greatly increased or the monomer concentration is greatly decreased,
as compared to a macroemulsion polymerization system, producing droplets of di-
ameter 10 – 100 nm. Due to the difference in particle size between microemulsions
and miniemulsions, a direct comparison of the particle nucleation mechanisms in mi-
croemulsions and miniemulsions is not possible. The microemulsion studies show that
the rate of conversion increases with AIBN concentration, but the rate of conversion
using the oil-soluble initiator is much lower than that achieved using KPS. For the
microemulsions, the average molecular weight is not affected by changing the initiator
concentration [81]. The findings for the conversion rate show that radical generation
is the rate-limiting step in the polymerization using oil-soluble initiators, and that
oil-soluble initiators exhibit lower efficiencies than water-soluble initiators. The high
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molecular weights observed, 6 – 8×106 g/mol, are consistent with reduced termi-
nation due to the presence of only a single radical per particle. The independence
of molecular weight from the rate of radical generation when using AIBN indicates
that most of the oil-soluble initiator radicals are quickly terminated after generation,
providing further evidence of zero–one kinetics in microemulsion polymerization. For
the macroemulsion study, increasing the initiator concentration is found to increase
particle nucleation at similar rates for both AIBN and KPS [81]. This shows that
AIBN radicals are present in the aqueous phase and are capable of nucleating new
particles from the existing micelles, since aqueous-phase radical generation is the
only source of radicals in macroemulsion polymerization. In order for the absorption-
dominated mechanism to be reasonable, however, almost all of the radicals generated
in the aqueous phase must enter monomer-swollen micelles rather than nucleated par-
ticles, due to the relatively small number of AIBN radicals generated in the aqueous
phase. Nomura concludes that the locus of radical generation for particle nucleation
in microemulsions is the aqueous phase.
The differing results obtained by Asua and Nomura may be caused by the different
systems they examined. In the seeded emulsion polymerizations modeled by Asua,
the oil-soluble initiator would be more soluble in the seed particles, thus generating a
large number of radicals in the particles. Asua’s model shows that radical confinement
inside smaller particles should have a significant role in the polymerization kinetics of
oil-soluble initiators, but that increasing particle size lessens the effect of confinement.
According to the results of Asua, both termination by combination and radical des-
orption may be relevant, depending on the system size. The experiments performed
by Nomura for microemulsion polymerization further substantiate the idea of radi-
cal confinement, as the smaller size of these particles should accelerate termination
between radical pairs generated inside a particle. In macroemulsion polymerization,
the aqueous phase is essentially the only source of radicals, so absorption of radicals
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should be the primary mechanism for nucleation, in this case micellar nucleation.
The work presented in Chapter 5 provides some resolution between the conclusions
of Asua and Nomura.
2.2 Spatial Modeling of Polymer Chains
To understand the development of the particle morphology in macroemulsions and
miniemulsions, the motion of polymer chains must be simulated. Molecular dynamics
simulations apply Newton’s equations of motion to groups of atoms or molecules with
interaction potentials, such as Lennard–Jones, specified for the atoms or molecules
[7]. One such type of simulation used for polymers is the bead–spring model, which
requires the excluded-volume constraint so that the monomers cannot overlap, in-
cludes an attractive potential between monomers, and allows bond length to vary
[64]. Bead–spring models have been used to examine cases such as the glass transi-
tion of polymer melts [22], the interaction of polymer melts with nanoparticles [109],
and polymer in good solvent [93]. Equilibration of polymer chains at theta conditions
has been examined using a bead–spring model with a Link-Cell Monte Carlo method,
which specifies the particular monomers which may interact with one another [73].
Further coarse-graining, to incorporate multiple monomers in a single bead, has been
employed to examine systems including polymer melts confined between two surfaces
[23] and to examine entanglements in polymer melts [95]. In addition to the bead–
spring model, the rotational isomeric states (RIS) model is another coarse-grained
model applying potential energies to simulate polymer chain conformations. The RIS
model incorporates configurations for each pair of consecutive carbon–carbon bonds
from all accessible regions of the potential energy surface obtained through explo-
ration of the full range of torsional angles for the two bonds [47]. Such configurations
as used in the RIS model may correspond to local minima of the potential energy
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surface, but this is not a necessary condition [47]. RIS theory has been used for ap-
plications such as the investigation of chain packing and thermodynamic properties
in polyethylene and polypropylene melts [106], the examination of the orientation of
liquid crystals [1], and the prediction of stiffness of ionic polymers [122].
In spite of the reduction in computational time afforded from the coarse-graining of
polymer chains, off-lattice molecular dynamics models are still better suited to study-
ing chain equilibration or diffusion in systems with few polymer chains, due to the
continuous spatial resolution. To simulate larger systems, such as entire macroemul-
sion or miniemulsion particles, spatial discretization, using some type of lattice, be-
comes necessary to reduce the computational time. RIS theory has been applied to
coarse-grained simulations of polymer chains on a diamond lattice, where each site
has 12 nearest-neighbors, but this requires knowledge of the torsional potential en-
ergies and tracking of the rotational state of each bond between backbone carbon
atoms [37, 97, 98]. The method of bond fluctuation allows the motion of monomers
or larger chain segments to be simulated on a lattice without any potential energy
calculations, but this method does allow chains to obey Rouse dynamics [32], so that
the motion of monomers or chain segments tends to be coordinated through modes
of relaxation, bringing the chain conformation towards equilibrium [102]. Entangle-
ments in polymer melts [107] and chain dynamics in good and theta solvents [103]
have been studied using bond fluctuation lattice models. Recently, bond fluctua-
tion has been used to examine the compressibility of dense polymer melts where the
excluded-volume constraint is replaced by an overlap penalty [123].
The Rouse model provides a good description of polymer chain motion at dilute
concentrations, but, as the concentration of polymer increases, chains become confined
by neighboring chains, and the Brownian motions of individual monomers no longer
bring the chain towards equilibrium, instead cascading along the length of the chain,
bounded by the existing topology. This produces a serpentine movement of the chain
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which shifts its center of mass, a mechanism commonly referred to as reptation [39].
This theory may be expanded to account for variation in the tube diameter as well
as the interaction between tubes, and the longitudinal and transverse motions of the
polymer may be separately considered [60]. Simulations on a simple cubic lattice
using bond fluctuation reproduced the transition from Rouse dynamics to reptation,
where the chain relaxation time ceases to be dependent on the radius of gyration [84].
The self-diffusion coefficients for polymers at the transition from Rouse to reptation
behavior may be described as a function of the degree of entanglement between chains,
based on the interaction between segments in a chain [53, 54]. Shorter chains tend
to exhibit only Rouse behavior, but increasing the molecular weight beyond a critical
value produces an increasing amount of reptation [53]. The predictions of this theory
are in good agreement with experimental measurements of diffusivity and viscosity
versus molecular weight [38, 101].
2.3 Key Aspects of Polymer Modeling
2.3.1 Molecular Weight Distribution
Models of free-radical polymerization kinetics generally are used to predict various
characteristics of the polymer, such as the molecular weight distribution or the level
of branching, and often to gain insight into the mechanisms which lead to these char-
acteristics. Molecular weight distributions are often calculated using the method of
moments [15] with assumed distribution functions such as the Schultz–Flory distri-
bution, which allows for chain-stopping via chain transfer and termination by dispro-
portionation only [75]. The method of moments has been applied to predict molec-
ular weight distributions in systems such as the emulsion polymerization of vinyl
acetate [49], the continuous polymerization of vinyl acetate in bulk or solution [56],
and to examine the variation of polydispersity between bulk, mixed-continuous, and
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segregated-continuous polymerizations of vinyl acetate [113]. For systems with signif-
icant branching, the resulting increase in polydispersity renders direct reconstruction
of the distribution from moments less suitable [31]. Numerical fractionation, an exten-
sion of the method of moments, has been used for highly branched systems, separating
chains into successive generations according to the level of branching [114]. Monte
Carlo sampling techniques have also been applied to examine the molecular weight
distribution in highly branched systems [57, 115]. Termination by combination in
emulsion polymerization may be accounted for using discretized population-balance
equations to account for live chains of different lengths within a particle [30, 31].
Particles may be singly distinguished, where any and all radicals are generated or
absorbed at the same time, or doubly distinguished, where radicals are generated or
absorbed at different times, resulting in live chains of differing length. This method
divides the chain length domain into a series of bins, with the mid-point of each bin
representing all chains in the bin, so a new chain resulting from termination by com-
bination is split into bins above and below its length according to the distance from
each mid-point [30, 31].
2.3.2 Particle Morphology
Past approaches to the modeling of miniemulsion particles required some level of the
continuum assumption. Karlsson et al. [58] use an approach where the particles are
divided into concentric shells, and the distribution of radicals is then modeled using a
probability density function based on the time of entry and fractional penetration into
the particle. Other concentration variables, however, require the continuum assump-
tion within each shell. Similarly, Asua’s model [13] uses the continuum assumption
for the concentration variables, but includes an integer number of radicals. Due to the
submicron size of miniemulsion particles, concentration variables are not adequate to
describe the amounts of different species within a particle. Using a kinetic Monte
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Carlo (KMC) approach to model a miniemulsion particle allows for the removal of
continuum variables from the simulation. Prescott uses a KMC approach to simulate
chain-length–dependent termination in free-radical polymerization using RAFT [94].
Luo and Yu apply the KMC methodology to study droplet nucleation in miniemulsion
polymerization using RAFT [69].
Attempts have been made to model radial non-uniformities in emulsion particles.
Krywko et al. [65] used an ordinary differential equation model with concentric shells,
but this still required the assumption that each shell is well-mixed. For KPS initiator,
they concluded that radial gradients exist in the radical concentration, and that most
radicals remain near the particle surface [65]. Mills et al. [74] developed a model
of partial differential equations and examined particle non-uniformities, finding that
the extent of radical penetration largely determines the morphology. In spite of the
improvements, both of these models still require the use of concentration variables,
potentially introducing larger errors due to discontinuities.
Several decades ago, Chern and Poehlein [36] applied Monte Carlo techniques to
study emulsion particles. This approach requires no continuum assumptions, allow-
ing monomers to be individually projected onto a lattice grid, with events such as
propagation or diffusion occurring between two adjacent lattice sites. The execution
of events is determined through probabilistic sampling based on the relative rates of
the various events. Instead of using a bulk propagation rate, for instance, a rate is de-
termined for an individual radical to propagate to a single monomer. Observed rates
of reaction inherently decrease as the concentration of polymer increases within the
particle, since a radical will have, on average, fewer adjacent monomers with which
to react. Chain motion likewise becomes more constrained as monomer conversion
increases, reducing the observed diffusion rates. At the time of Chern and Poehlein’s




Figure 8: Chemical structure of butyl acrylate.
increases in both memory and processor speed allow full resolution of a miniemul-
sion particle, at length scales from the monomer radius of gyration up to the particle
diameter.
2.3.3 Branching Models
The rate-equation models often used to study free-radical polymerization are not well-
suited to capture molecular-level details, such as branch length and distance between
branches, which may affect bulk properties like viscosity. To gain a more detailed un-
derstanding of the branching structure in polymers such as poly(butyl acrylate), for
which the monomer structure is shown in Figure 8, a number of modeling approaches
have been developed. The “numerical fractionation” model of Teymour and Camp-
bell [114] divides the polymer into branching generations, where the zeroth genera-
tion is linear and the first generation has branches added to linear chains. Pladis and
Kiparissides [88] extend this numerical fractionation model to include intermolecular
chain transfer to polymer and terminal-double bond reactions, where the branch-
ing generations do not follow the geometric sequence resulting from termination by
combination. They use this model to examine the joint molecular weight–long-chain
branching distribution of polyethylene produced in a continuous stirred-tank reactor
[88]. While Pladis and Kiparissides include backbiting, they assume that it only pro-
duces short-chain branches, and do not consider the effects of short-chain branching
on the polymer properties.
Krallis and Kiparissides [62] employ the fixed-pivot technique to model the bi-
variate molecular weight–long-chain branching distribution, using population-balance
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equations for both live and dead chains. In this algorithm, the domains of chain
length and branching level are discretized using a two-dimensional grid, and the
population-balance equations are solved at specific grid points. The bivariate molec-
ular weight–long-chain branching distribution is calculated by Iedema et al. [56] by
solving the population-balance equations for live and dead chains using the method of
moments. They employ a version of numerical fractionation to the branches produced
by terminal-double bond polymerization and then take the moments of the branching
distribution, reducing the problem from 2–D to 1–D [56]. Kim and Iedema [61] include
the effect of chain scission in their simulation of the long-chain branching distribution
in low-density polyethylene. None of these authors consider short-chain branching, in-
stead making the assumption that long-chain branching, readily quantifiable through
intrinsic viscosity measurements, is dominant in determining the end-use properties
of the polymer. These authors also assume that all long-chain branches are formed
via intermolecular chain transfer to polymer or terminal-double bond polymerization
[56, 61, 62].
2.4 Branching in Butyl Acrylate
In the free-radical polymerization of monosubstituted vinyl monomers, including
butyl acrylate, chain transfer to polymer via hydrogen abstraction often leads to
substantial levels of branching. The level of branching in the polymer may have a sig-
nificant effect on its end-use properties. Plessis et al. [91] observed that the adhesive
properties of a butyl acrylate–styrene copolymer vary with the level of branching.
Branches formed by chain transfer to polymer increase the gel content, increasing
both the resistance to shear and the tack, or tendency to flow, at gel fractions up
to 32%. Rheological properties of poly(butyl acrylate) have been shown to change
with the level of branching [5]. The number of entanglements in poly(butyl acrylate)
increases with the level of branching, significantly increasing the loss modulus, or
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dissipation of energy due to viscous flow, at higher rotational frequencies where the
entanglements begin to break [4, 48].
13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy provides a way to measure
the total branching content, independent of the mechanical properties of the polymer.
Solution-state NMR [4, 48] and swollen-state NMR [90, 91] are techniques commonly
used to measure branching content in alkyl acrylates. Liu et al. [67] examined
polymer diffusion as a function of branch content in butyl methacrylate, measuring
the amount of branching using solution-state NMR. Solution-state 13C NMR has been
used to characterize the structure of butyl acrylate chains formed in high-temperature
solution polymerization [96]. Recently, Castignolles et al. [34] compared several dif-
ferent NMR techniques used to measure degree of branching and concluded that
melt-state NMR is the most efficient method for alkyl acrylates. Long-chain branch-
ing may be examined qualitatively using intrinsic viscosity measurements but cannot
currently be quantified experimentally for polyacrylates due to the small amount of
long-chain branching present in these polymers and the competing effects of short-
chain and long-chain branching on the rheological properties [34]. Castignolles et
al. measured the intrinsic viscosity of a branched butyl acrylate polymer and com-
pared the measured value to a calculated linear viscosity for a polymer of equivalent
molecular weight. Based partly on the similarity between the branched and linear
viscosities, they concluded that no long-chain branches were formed in their solution
polymerization of butyl acrylate [34].
The branching characteristics of butyl acrylate polymerized in a seeded, semibatch
emulsion have been studied by Plessis et al. [90], with one conclusion being the
dominance of backbiting in the formation of branch points. In further work, Plessis
et al. [89] added a chain transfer agent (CTA) to the butyl acrylate polymerization.
They developed a numerical fractionation model which predicts that most of the






Figure 9: Chemical structure of 2,2’-azo(2,4-dimethylvaleronitrile).
Ahmad et al. [5] have used dynamic viscosity measurements to examine the effects of
branching in butyl acrylate on its viscoelastic properties. The observations of Former
et al. are consistent with significant short-chain branching and minimal long-chain
branching [48].
Solution polymerization of butyl acrylate was performed by Nikitin et al. [79]
using the oil-soluble initiator 2,2’-azo(2,4-dimethylvaleronitrile) (AVN), the struc-
ture of which is shown in Figure 9. Nikitin et al. derive steady-state equations using
reaction-rate expressions to predict the impact of both inter- and intramolecular chain
transfer to polymer on the rate of polymerization, number-average chain length, and
branching level. The authors present results from their steady-state model in com-
parison to experimental data, examining the reduction in the polymerization rate due
to mid-chain radicals formed from either backbiting or intermolecular chain transfer
to polymer, as mid-chain radicals are much less reactive than secondary radicals [79].
Their simulation results show that the exclusion of backbiting leads to significant de-
viation of the simulated polymerization rate from the trend of the experimental data,
while the exclusion of intermolecular chain transfer does not prevent the simulation
from reproducing the experimental trend. Based on the level of branching measured
by NMR, the authors then estimate the backbiting rate at each of the experimental
temperatures and show that their Arrhenius fit is in good agreement with existing
27





For both emulsion and miniemulsion polymerization, many significant end-use appli-
cations involve varying the particle morphology and composition to obtain a specific
set of properties. Emulsion polymerization may be used to produce core–shell par-
ticles using multiple monomers, imparting the combined properties of the polymers
to products such as impact modifiers [52] or pressure-sensitive adhesives [14]. Core–
shell morphologies are useful in applications involving encapsulation, ranging from
drug delivery to the safe handling of toxic substances [120]. Drug release profile
and encapsulation efficiency may be affected by both molecular weight and particle
morphology [17, 124]. Understanding the development of particle morphology as a
function of both polymerization kinetics and polymer diffusion may reduce the num-
ber of bench experiments required before the desired properties are achieved, resulting
in more efficient process development, and also might enable finding a solution closer
to optimal.
3.2 Modeling Approach
The spatially-resolved model developed for this work superimposes a monomer droplet
onto a face-centered cubic (FCC) lattice, allowing each lattice site to have a maximum
coordination number of 12. Sites at the particle surface have fewer than 12 nearest-
neighbors. The primary index for each site is the site number, ranging from one
to the total number of lattice sites. Each lattice site represents a single substituent
molecule, including monomers, bonded mers, and radicals, as observable in Figure 10.
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Oil-soluble initiator molecules, which typically dissociate to form two radicals, occupy
two adjacent lattice sites. Each site type is assigned a reference number. The state
of each lattice site is given by the site type and the chain number. A chain number
of zero is assigned to monomers and initiator molecules. A non-zero chain number is
assigned to each radical upon its appearance in the particle, whether the radical is
formed through oil-soluble initiator dissociation or is absorbed into the particle.
Figure 10: Example of a particle from the spatially-resolved model, where the blue
lattice sites represent monomers, the yellow lattice sites represent mers bonded in
polymer chains, the turquoise lattice sites represent undissociated oil-soluble initiator
molecules, and the red sites represent radicals.
3.2.1 Model Arrays and Algorithm
Events within the particle, including both reactive and diffusive events, are selected
randomly according to the kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) algorithm [35, 44], depending
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upon the number of radicals and chains within the particle. The total sum of rates






where Ei is the number of possible events of type i for the current population of
chains and Ki is the molecular rate constant for each event of type i. Each product
EiKi represents a bin for event i relative to the total Ksum. A uniformly distributed
random number is selected using the Mersenne Twister random number generator
[72], and the bin in which the random number is located determines the event to be





where xr is a uniformly distributed random number in the interval (0, 1]. After each
event is executed, the arrays describing the lengths of all live and dead chains are
updated, and Ei is recomputed — Ki remains constant throughout.
In KMC simulations, one possible implementation of the algorithm is to first
select a potential event, involving processes such as reaction or diffusion, and then
determine if the event is possible [35]. This approach may result in a significant
number of events being rejected as physically impossible, substantially increasing the
computational time required for the simulation. The spatially-resolved model uses
the converse approach, where all possible events are stored using a combination of
several arrays, eliminating the need to reject any selected events. Although this
method reduces the computational time, the memory requirements are substantially
increased, requiring in excess of 4 gigabytes for a particle with a diameter greater than
100 nm. For each possible event, the main event array contains the site numbers of
the two lattice sites whose states will be modified upon execution of the event, sorted
by event type. The other event arrays store the row number where each event is
located within the main event array, indexed by both the primary site number for the
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event and the event type. After each event is executed, the event arrays are updated
for any sites whose states changed during the execution of the event.
3.2.2 Polymer Diffusion
3.2.2.1 Model Details
Diffusion of the polymer chains in the spatially-resolved model is achieved through
both bond fluctuation and reptation, and is only possible where a bonded mer or unit
radical may move to an adjacent lattice site occupied by a monomer. A polymer site
is not allowed to displace another polymer site, and since this model does not include
vacant lattice sites, monomers are the only molecules considered mobile enough to
concede a lattice site to a bonded mer. Furthermore, a minimum bond angle between
mers is enforced for all events, including reactive events, so that chain conformations
remain physically plausible. A maximum Euclidean bond length between mers of 1.5
is always enforced, as this only allows bonds between nearest-neighbor sites on the
lattice, between which the distance is
√
2, or approximately 1.41. Unless otherwise
noted, a minimum bond angle between mers of 60◦ is used to approximate a real
chain, as this is the smallest bond angle achievable in the lattice using the maximum
bond length of 1.5, where the calculated bond angle between mers for a real, off-lattice
chain is 39◦, as shown in Figure 11. The angle of 39◦ assumes a uniform tetrahedral
angle of 109.5◦ between the backbone carbon atoms, as this bond angle minimizes the
repulsion of the substituents bonded to a carbon atom whenever all of the substituents
are identical. This calculation assumes that the differences between the substituent
groups on each backbone carbon atom in a polymer chain do not cause a significant
variation from the tetrahedral bond angle.
Bond fluctuation is accomplished through the swapping of a bonded mer with
a monomer occupying an adjacent lattice site, as shown in Figure 12(a). For such
an event to be added to the event list, all of the resulting bond angles and bond










Figure 11: Two-dimensional representation of the minimum bond angle between mers
overlaid on the carbon backbone of a polymer chain, with the bonded mers shown in
checkerboard red, the radical shown in diagonal green, and the bonds between mers
represented by dashed lines. This figure also depicts a backbiting event according to





Figure 12: Two-dimensional representation of a chain on the FCC lattice, illustrating
(a) bond fluctuation and (b) reptation, with monomers in solid blue, bonded mers in
checkerboard red, and radicals in diagonal green.
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radicals may move from site to site without any restrictions, save that a monomer
is displaced. Execution of a bond fluctuation event is straightforward, primarily
requiring modification of site numbers in the arrays that track connectivity between
mers. Reptation, as defined for the model, involves shifting the chain along its existing
conformation by one lattice site, as shown in Figure 12(b). As the chain may move
toward either of its ends, reptation events are added to event list for both ends of a
chain, where such events must satisfy the bond angle and bond length constraints. To
execute a reptation event, a mer is removed from one end of the chain and placed at
the other end of the chain at the desired lattice site, and the site types are updated
appropriately. The displaced monomer is moved to the opposite end of the chain,
where the bonded mer was removed.
3.2.2.2 Oligomer Diffusion
Initially, bond fluctuation was the only diffusive event included in the model. The





where the diffusivityD is taken to be the monomer diffusivity and L is the the distance
between nearest-neighbor lattice sites. For a monomer, f is the rate of hopping to
an adjacent lattice site, and the value of f is determined using values of monomer
diffusivity obtained from the literature; L is the distance of each hop. The factor of
1/6 comes from the fact that a monomer can move in either a positive or negative
direction relative to x, y, and z axes. Hopping of bonded mers via bond fluctuation
is assumed to occur at the same rate of hopping f calculated for a monomer. The





Smax − Smin + 1
(4)
where dp is the particle diameter and Smax and Smin are the maximum and minimum x,
y, or z coordinate values of FCC lattice sites in the particle, so the term Smax−Smin+1
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represents the distance in x, y, or z coordinates spanning the particle. The particle





where Nsites is the total number of occupied lattice sites, MWmon is the monomer
molecular weight in g/mol, ρm is the monomer density in g/cm
3, andNA is Avogadro’s





























Figure 13: Diffusivity vs. oligomer length, up to a length of 10 mers, using bond
fluctuation only (triangle) and reptation only (circle), compared with Griffith’s scaling
law (line) [51].
The next step was to achieve agreement of the lattice model with published data
for the center-of-mass diffusivity of polymer chains. The correlation of Griffiths et al.
[51], which was fit to diffusivity data for methyl methacrylate and butyl methacrylate,





where Di is the diffusivity of an oligomer of length i, Dmon is the monomer diffusivity,
and wp is the weight fraction of polymer. A value of 2.08 × 10−5 cm2/s is used for
Dmon, measured by Griffiths et al. for methyl methacrylate [51]. Figure 13 shows
the comparison between Equation (7) and the simulated diffusivity from the lattice
model when using only bond fluctuation. Bond fluctuation allows individual mers to
move, but this motion is uncoordinated and fails to achieve the center-of-mass motion
of chains predicted by Equation (7).
At this point in the development of the model, other approaches were examined
for simulating the diffusion of polymer chains. The most prevalent approach discussed
in literature is the reptation of chains through a tube defined by the existing chain
conformation. The implementation of reptation in the model was straightforward, as
this required only a fixed rate for reptation, independent of chain length, to give a
scaling of diffusivity with oligomer length that is in good agreement with Griffiths’
scaling law [51]. Figure 13 shows the oligomer diffusivity from the model using either
reptation or bond fluctuation compared to Equation (7). Reptation produces a co-
ordinated movement of the mers in a chain, thus providing significant center-of-mass
motion. Reptation and bond fluctuation may be used simultaneously in the model,
but only reptation is necessary to achieve agreement with the diffusivities predicted
by Equation (7). The center-of-mass motion resulting from bond fluctuation is so
insignificant for oligomers longer than two mers that bond fluctuation may be ig-
nored when examining the center-of-mass motion of polymer chains. Since the rate of




Within the model, initiator dissociation may occur in either the aqueous phase or the
monomer (oil) phase. Water-soluble initiator is present only in the aqueous phase,
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Table 1: Macroscopic and molecular rate equations for spatially-resolved model.
Rate Macroscopic Units Molecular Units






2 mol/L/s kt,mNpairs s
−1
where it dissociates to form radicals. These radicals are placed in empty lattice sites
on the surface of the particle according to an adsorption rate. Oil-soluble initiator
may be present in both the monomer and aqueous phases, distributed according to
a partition coefficient. Only a small fraction of the oil-soluble initiator is present in
the aqueous phase. Each oil-soluble initiator molecule within the particle occupies
two adjacent lattice sites. Upon dissociation, two oil-soluble initiator radicals are
produced. The rate constants for initiator dissociation have natural units of s−1, so
no modification is necessary to apply them in the model.
3.2.3.2 Propagation
The rate constant for propagation, kp, must likewise be converted to units of s
−1 to
be used in the model, as all rates must apply to individual events. This rate constant
is scaled from macroscopic units of L/mol/s by multiplying by the initial monomer
concentration in the particle, [M ]0 = Nm,0/VpNA, where Nm,0 is the initial number of
monomers in the particle. The molecular rate constant for propagation is calculated
as kp,m = kp/ (11VpNA). Table 1 shows the macroscopic and microscopic propagation
rates, where np is the number of propagation events in the particle. Propagation
requires a scaling factor of 11 as this is the number of monomers accessible to a
radical greater than unit length at zero conversion, using a minimum bond angle
between mers of 60◦. Radicals of unit length require a separate propagation rate
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constant using a scaling factor of 12, as they can react with monomers in any of the
12 nearest-neighbor sites at zero conversion.
3.2.3.3 Termination
The simulation of termination in this model requires more forethought than the simu-
lation of the other reactions, due to the diffusion-dependence of termination. Diffusion
and reaction must occur in series for two radicals to terminate, with the combined












where kchemt is the rate constant for the chemical reaction of termination between two
radicals and







where i and j are the lengths of the two chains containing the radicals, Di and Dj
are the diffusion coefficients of the two chains, rT is the maximum distance between
radicals for termination to occur, [Mp] is the monomer concentration in the particle,
a2 is the mean-squared end-to-end distance of the chain per monomer, and δ is the
Lennard–Jones diameter of a monomer [58]. Based on the concept of the maximum
termination distance, the algorithm for termination in the spatially-resolved model
checks to see if any radicals are within a specified number of lattice sites of each other,
a variable that is generally set to five lattice sites. If a pair of radicals is found to
be within this proximity of each other, the algorithm attempts to move the radicals
to adjacent lattice sites. If the algorithm can locate a path to move the radicals to
adjacent lattice sites, a termination event is added to the event list. The rate for
this termination event, given in s−1 as with all of the KMC rates, is set high enough
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that termination of the two radicals will almost inevitably be the next event that is
executed within the simulation.
The termination radius in the model also allows for inclusion of the “cage effect,”
the idea that newly-generated oil-soluble initiator radicals will sometimes terminate
before they have time to diffuse sufficiently apart from each other [2]. Initiator effi-
ciency, which describes the fraction of radicals that do not escape the cage, may be
introduced into the model using the termination radius. However, the typical setup
in the model is to force one of the initiator radicals to propagate before termination
can occur, as the propagation rate is approximately 106 less than the diffusion rates,
generally allowing radicals to escape the termination radius after initiator dissocia-
tion rather than immediately terminate. Initiator efficiency is then introduced into
the model through a separate event, recombination of radicals.
3.3 Combined Reaction and Diffusion Modeling
As previously stated, the primary goal in developing the spatially-resolved model was
to examine the evolution of particle morphology during emulsion or miniemulsion
polymerization. Once all of the diffusive and reactive events were incorporated into
the spatially-resolved model, one issue became abundantly clear: the time scale on
which the diffusive events occur, about 106 faster than that of the reactive events,
makes the concurrent simulation of these events prohibitively slow for any system of
a size relevant to examine particle morphology. Concurrent simulation of diffusion
and reaction is possible if the difference in time scales can be lessened. The “tau-
leaping” algorithm is used for such a purpose by Gillespie [50] to simulate chemical
reactions on different time scales, but may be applied to any combination of events,
such as reaction and diffusion, as long as two conditions are met. First, a significant
number of events of one type must occur between events of another type. With
diffusion occurring 106 times faster than any chemical reactions in the model, this
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condition is clearly met. Second, the change in the state of the system must be
negligible. To illustrate the negligible change in the particle between diffusive events,
the scaling law for styrene oligomers derived by Piton et al. [87] is used, with a
monomer diffusivity of 2.81 × 10−5 cm2/s at 50 ◦C. At these conditions, a chain of
1000 mers would have a diffusivity of 9.53 × 10−7 cm2/s. Using a propagation rate
constant of 1999 s−1, a chain of 1000 mers could achieve center-of-mass movement
of 218 nm between propagation events at 0% monomer conversion. A chain length
of 1000 requires extrapolation of the diffusivity relation, but for shorter chains, the
diffusion distance is even longer. Clearly, both conditions required for tau-leaping are
met by the spatially-resolved model given that a chain length of 1000 mers is long
for the monomers considered here, including both styrene and butyl acrylate, and
that the maximum particle diameter simulated using the spatially-resolved model is
around 100 nm.
3.4 Cumulative Distribution Function for Backbiting
In addition to simulating the development of particle morphology in emulsion or
miniemulsion particles, the spatially-resolved model also lends itself to examination
of mechanisms involving chain diffusion or configuration at scales less than that of
the full particle. One such mechanism is intramolecular chain transfer to polymer,
referred to here as backbiting. While the traditional definition of backbiting only de-
scribes chain transfer to a carbon five-removed from the radical, as shown in Figure
11, this model is used to quantify the probability of backbiting at any distance from
the radical, thus allowing examination of the distribution of branch lengths resulting
from backbiting. Chain conformation in various acrylates and methacrylates has been
studied using rotational isomeric states-Metropolis Monte Carlo, giving good agree-
ment with experimentally measured values for properties such as radius of gyration
[24, 59]. The KMC lattice model requires fewer inputs and is less computationally
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intensive, but it also requires the assumption that the polymer is in a good solvent.






























Figure 14: End-to-end distance of polymer chains vs. chain length, with a power-law
exponent of 0.6 representing good solvents (dotted line), an exponent of 0.5 repre-
senting theta solvents (dash-dot line), and simulation data from the spatially-resolved
model (diamond) fit with a power-law equation (solid line), giving an exponent of 0.53.
The system under consideration here is a butyl acrylate solution polymerization
using a solvent consisting primarily of xylene isomers [79]. All of the xylene isomers
are known to be good solvents for butyl acrylate [85], so the power-law scaling of end-
to-end distance with chain length should approach an exponent of 0.6 [46]. When
using the lattice KMC model to simulate chain conformation, the end-to-end distance
scales with an exponent of 0.53, according to the least-squares fit. From a physical
standpoint, the chain conformation is reasonable, as the exponent in a theta solvent
would be 0.5, but the chains are somewhat more constrained than would be expected
in a good solvent. The constraints applied in superimposing a chain on the FCC
lattice are probably responsible for the deviation of the chain conformation from that
expected in a good solvent.





















Figure 15: Cumulative distribution function of backbiting rate constant, obtained
from the KMC lattice simulations using chains of length 10 to 2000 mers (solid line),
and calculated using the scaling 1/(Lbb + 1)
2 (dashed line) [121].
a fixed length, up to 2000 mers, on the FCC lattice, using a spherical system boundary
of radius 58 nm. Once the chain has reached the desired length, propagation is halted
and the chain is “equilibrated” using a total of 1000 bond fluctuations per mer. Lastly,
the chain is allowed to diffuse via bond fluctuation for 100 additional bond fluctuations
per mer, and each time the radical occupies a lattice site adjacent to another mer
in the chain, the distance along the chain of this mer from the radical is recorded.
This process is repeated 100 times each for chains of length ranging from 10 to 2000
mers, and the cumulative distribution function for backbiting probability, shown in
Figure 15, is calculated by averaging over the contact probabilities for all simulated
chain lengths. As is evident from Figure 15, the majority of backbiting events occur
near the radical, with more than 80% of the resulting branches being 9 mers or less
in length. Using a branch cutoff length, or minimum long-chain branch length, of 10
mers, a noticeable amount of long-chain branches should be present.
While the backbiting CDF obtained from the KMC lattice simulations is used
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in the work presented in this thesis, an alternative view of the backbiting reaction
could be to consider it as the formation of a ring in a polymer chain. Wall et al.
[121] showed that the probability of ring formation, for polymer chains on a simple
cubic lattice, scales with chain length as 1/(Lbb + 1)
2, where Lbb is the backbiting
distance from the radical, corresponding to Figure 15, and an additional mer is added
to give the total ring size, since the value of Lbb excludes the radical. Both the
CDF calculated from this inverse-squared scaling and the CDF obtained from the
lattice KMC simulations are plotted in Figure 15. The two CDFs compare well at
short distances from the radical, but the CDF obtained from the KMC simulations
underpredicts the probability of branch formation at longer distances. The work
presented in this thesis makes only qualitative predictions regarding branch length
and the mechanisms of branch formation, so the discrepancy between the CDFs should




4.1 Well-Mixed Discrete Model
4.1.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the simulation of chain diffusion in combination with reac-
tions was shown to significantly increase the run time for simulating polymerization
in an emulsion or miniemulsion particle. The analysis of diffusion distances for chains
within the spatially-resolved model shows that chains of high molecular weight may
transverse a particle of significant diameter within a time span between occurrences
of the fastest reactive event, which is propagation for the systems with which the
modeling studies presented here are concerned. Based on this analysis, the hypothe-
sis is formed that the reaction kinetics within a particle may be simulated off-lattice
using a population-balance kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) approach, giving acceptable
agreement with experimental data taken from the literature at low to moderate values
of monomer conversion while neglecting the effects of diffusion on both termination
and propagation at higher conversions. Such a model should substantially decrease
the required simulation time but still provide significant insight into the effects of the




While the array structure for the well-mixed KMC model is much more compact than
that of the spatially-resolved KMC model, a substantial level of detail is still required
to track the specific state of each polymer chain. The general state of each chain
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is described by the number of mers, radicals, branches, and terminal double bonds.
The state of each radical is described by the chain on which it is located and the
location of the radical on the chain. Radicals may be secondary, bonded to only one
mer, or mid-chain, bonded to two mers. Mid-chain radicals are formed through either
backbiting or intermolecular chain transfer to polymer. After initiation, a chain starts
as a single, linear segment, denoted as the primary segment for the chain. A secondary
radical may be located at either end of the primary segment. When branching occurs,
a secondary radical may be located at the end of a branch. The type of molecule at
the end of each primary segment or branch, in addition to being a secondary radical,
may also be an initiator fragment, regular mer, or terminal double bond. Since such
a level of detail is possible in this model, knowledge of the end group is retained for
use in the backbiting algorithm, as only regular mers are allowed to receive a radical
through chain transfer.
Each branch is assigned an identification number when it is generated. To pro-
vide a detailed record of the architecture of each polymer molecule, the state of each
branch is given by the number of the chain, the number of the “parent” branch off
of which it grows, the number of the mer, or position, on the parent branch, and the
branch length. The primary segment in each chain is denoted by a “branch” number
of zero. The branching structure as stored in these arrays is fixed, such that the
primary segment is not normally the longest continuous string of segments in a chain,
since continuously updating the branching arrays would require significant compu-
tational time. Knowledge of the branching structure is necessary for constructing
the backbiting arrays, which track the number of mers at a given distance from the
radical to a maximum distance of 5000 mers, far exceeding the limit of 2000 mers in
the current backbiting cumulative distribution function (CDF). Since there may be
multiple mers at the same distance from a radical, where these mers are located on




All of the models incorporate a general set of reactions for free-radical polymeriza-
tion. The following set of reactions is comprehensive, but not every reaction is used
in each model, and the text in this chapter will primarily refer to the macroscopic
rate equations given in Table 2, with the remaining terms discussed in later chap-
ters. The majority of the reactions are taken from Nikitin et al. [79], except that
termination is assumed to occur by combination only, as termination in both butyl
acrylate and styrene, the monomers of concern in this work, has been shown to occur
predominantly by combination [16, 75]. Neither absorption nor desorption of radi-
cals are included in Nikitin’s model [79], as his experiments with butyl acrylate were




where I is an initiator molecule and R0 is an initiator radical, with the reaction rate
shown as rd in Table 2. Either water-soluble or oil-soluble initiators may be defined for
the well-mixed KMC model. The number of initiator molecules in both the aqueous
and monomer phases may be given as inputs, so a water-soluble initiator may be used
by setting the value for the monomer phase to zero, and an oil-soluble initiator may
be partitioned between the aqueous and monomer phases. Radicals in the aqueous
phase are absorbed into the particle, with the rate of absorption based on the time
for a radical in the aqueous phase to reach a critical entry length where the live chain
is no longer sufficiently soluble in the aqueous phase. The molecular rate constant






Table 2: Macroscopic and molecular rate equations for well-mixed models.




rp kp[M ][R] mol/L/s kp,mNmn s
−1
rtr,m ktr,m[M ][R] mol/L/s ktr,m,mNmn s
−1
rtr,s ktr,s[S][R] mol/L/s ktr,s,mNsn s
−1














j=2 kbb (j)mi,j s
−1
rp,tdb kp[P
=][R] mol/L/s kp,mNtdbn s
−1
rp,mcr kp,mcr[M ][MCRtot] mol/L/s kp,mcr,mNmnmcr s
−1
rp,tdb,mcr kp,mcr[P
=][MCRtot] mol/L/s kp,mcr,mNtdbnmcr s
−1
rtr,m,mcr ktr,m,mcr[M ][MCRtot] mol/L/s ktr,m,mcr,mNmnmcr s
−1
rt kt[R]
2 mol/L/s kt,mNpairs s
−1
rt,mcr kt,mcr[MCRtot]
2 mol/L/s kt,mcr,mNpairs,mcr s
−1
rt,h kt,h[R][MCRtot] mol/L/s kt,h,mNpairs,hyb s
−1
rabs – – kabs,mnaq s
−1
rdes – – kdes,mn s
−1
where [M ]aq is the monomer concentration in the aqueous phase and jcrit is the
critical entry length. The molecular rate equation for absorption is given as rabs in
Table 2, where naq is the number of aqueous-phase radicals. Live chains may desorb
from the particle if their length is less than jcrit, so in the molecular rate equation for
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desorption, shown as rdes in Table 2, the value of n, the number of secondary radicals,
is limited to radicals in chains of length less than jcrit. For all other molecular rate
equations given in Table 2, n represents the total number of secondary radicals in a
particle. Initiator radicals are numbered as the first mer, since the KMC model is not
set up to handle radicals of zero length, an artifact of the spatially-resolved model,
where all radicals are placed in individual lattice sites, so both initiator radicals and
monomeric radicals are considered to be unit length and contribute equally towards
a chain reaching jcrit. The rate constant for desorption is a variable in the KMC
model and is varied as multiples of the propagation rate constant, a point which will
be addressed in the next chapter. Absorption and desorption are not included for the
simulations using butyl acrylate, as these simulations are for solution polymerization,
and the finite system size necessary for these simulations is artificial for the case of
solution polymerization. Propagation of a secondary radical on a polymer of size i
mers produces a radical of size i+ 1 mers:
Ri +M
kp→ Ri+1 (13)
where Ri and Ri+1 are radicals, and the rate equation is given as rp in Table 2.
Chain transfer to monomer from a secondary radical produces a dead chain of
length i:
Ri +M
ktr,m→ Pi +R=1 (14)
where Pi is a dead chain and R
=
1 is a monomeric radical, with the rate equation given
as rtr,m in Table 2.
The R=1 radical is unique in that it has an unreacted double bond. When this




where R=2 is a chain of length 2 containing a radical and a terminal double bond.
This terminal double bond may react with another radical, forming a branch point.
Terminal double bond polymerization is included in the well-mixed kinetic Monte
Carlo (KMC) model for the butyl acrylate simulations only, and its rate constant is
set equal to kp, the rate constant for propagation:
P=i +Rj
kp→ Ri+j (16)
where P=i may be a live or dead chain, and Ri+j is a chain with one or more radi-
cals and one additional branch point. The rate equations for terminal double bond
polymerization are given for secondary and mid-chain radicals as rp,tdb and rp,tdb,mcr,
respectively, in Table 2, where nmcr is the number of mid-chain radicals in the par-
ticle. Due to a lack of available data in literature regarding the propagation rate to
terminal double bonds in butyl acrylate, this propagation rate constant is assumed to
be equal to the general propagation rate constant kp [96]. Within the KMC model,
the number of terminal double bonds is an additional state that is tracked for each
chain, with the total number of terminal double bonds in the particle given as Ntdb in
Table 2. A radical is not allowed to propagate to a terminal double bond on its own
chain, as this would form a ring, and we choose to exclude such a structure from the
simulation, an assumption justifiable by the low probability of forming such a struc-
ture, given that the number of terminal double bonds in the system is insignificant
compared to the number of monomers at low to moderate monomer conversion.
Chain transfer to solvent produces a dead chain and a primary radical:
Ri + S
ktr,s→ Pi +R0 (17)
where S is a solvent molecule and Pi is a dead chain, with the rate equation given as
rtr,s in Table 2. The rate constant for chain transfer to solvent, ktr,s, is calculated from
the number-average chain length, accounting for the effects of termination and chain
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transfer to monomer [79]. Within the KMC simulation, a solvent radical is assigned












Figure 16: Three possible mechanisms for the formation of branches: (a) intermolec-
ular chain transfer to polymer, (b) backbiting to produce a short-chain branch, and
(c) backbiting to produce a long-chain branch. Lback is the backbone length, Lcut is
the branch cutoff length, and Lbb is the backbiting distance.
Previous authors have defined short-chain branches as being generated exclusively
by backbiting and long-chain branches as being exclusively generated by intermolec-
ular chain transfer to polymer. This model makes no such assumptions about the
origin of branches. The term “backbiting,” which often refers to only intramolecular
chain transfer involving a six-carbon ring, refers in this work to all intramolecular
chain transfer. Figure 16 illustrates the possible mechanisms for the formation of
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short-chain and long-chain branches from both intermolecular chain transfer to poly-
mer and backbiting, where Lbb is the backbiting distance from the radical. Using the
backbiting CDF, backbiting is allowed to produce long-chain branches, as illustrated
in Figure 16(c). Intermolecular chain transfer to polymer, shown in Figure 16(a),
is allowed to produce short-chain branches, as the probability of this reaction is as-
sumed to be equal for all mers along a polymer chain. The maximum cutoff length
for short-chain branches, labeled as Lcut in Figure 16, is varied to examine its effect
on predicted properties such as intrinsic viscosity.
Backbiting by a radical of length i produces a mid-chain radical:
Ri
kbb→ MCRbb,i (18)
where MCRbb,i is the corresponding mid-chain radical. The backbiting rate constant
kbb is variable, based on the backbiting distance Lbb, as noted in Figure 16.
Intermolecular chain transfer to polymer produces a dead chain and a mid-chain
radical:
Rm + Pn
ktr,p→ Pm +MCRctp,n (19)
where Pn and Pm are dead chains andMCRctp,n is the mid-chain radical corresponding
to Pn. The origin of individual mid-chain radicals in the KMC model is indistinguish-
able in the final results, whether they are formed through backbiting or intermolec-
ular chain transfer to polymer, as the capability to track the origin of branches is
not included in the model. Furthermore, such tracking of branch origin events would
become somewhat irrelevant when the structure of each polymer chain is reconfigured
in the final calculations to determine the longest continuous string of segments. The
mid-chain radicals are labeled separately here according to their event of origin since
this set of reactions will also be utilized in the rate-equation model.




where the mid-chain radical may be formed through either backbiting or intermolecu-
lar chain transfer to polymer, and the combined concentration of both these species is
denoted as [MCRtot] in Table 2. In the well-mixed KMC model, a secondary radical
formed through propagation of a mid-chain radical is treated no differently than any
other secondary radical, meaning that such a secondary radical can backbite.
Chain transfer to monomer from a mid-chain radical produces a dead polymer
chain and a radical of length one:
MCRm +M
ktr,m,mcr→ Pm +R1 (21)
Termination by combination of two secondary radicals produces a dead chain,
with a rate constant of kt:
Rm +Rn
kt→ Pm+n (22)
When any termination event occurs in the well-mixed KMC model, the branching
structure must be combined into a single chain, so the longest primary segment is
located and the branches in the combined chain are updated accordingly. A termina-
tion reaction is the only time outside of the final calculations where the description
of the branching topology of a chain is reconfigured.
Hybrid termination of a secondary radical Rm and a mid-chain radical MCRn
produces a dead chain, with a rate constant of kt,h:
Rm +MCRn
kt,h→ Pm+n (23)
Hybrid termination produces one additional branch, resulting from the single mid-
chain radical.
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Termination between two mid-chain radicals produces two additional branches.
4.1.3 Viscosity
For the simulation of butyl acrylate solution polymerization, the intrinsic viscosity
is calculated using an algorithm outlined by Bovey, et al. [25] While this algorithm
is typically employed to calculate the number of long-chain branches per molecule
using measurements of linear-chain and branched-chain viscosity, the algorithm is
used in reverse here to calculate the intrinsic viscosity of the branched chains given
the predetermined branch structure. The average concentrations mentioned in the
following discussion of the algorithm apply only to the rate-equation model. To apply
this algorithm to the well-mixed KMC model, each polymer chain must be examined
to locate the longest continuous string of segments, as this is the standard method for
defining the structure of polymer chains. This process is repeated for each polymer
chain in the simulation, and then the weight-average intrinsic viscosity is calculated.
First, the ratio of the branched-chain to the linear-chain mean-squared radius of
gyration is calculated from Equation (25), derived by Zimm and Stockmayer [126]:
gf (n) =
3











(f − 1)nlcb + 2− i
]
(25)
where f is the total number of bonds a monomer can form, which is 3 for butyl
acrylate, and nlcb is the number of long-chain branches on a chain. The number of






Knowing the value of gf from Equation (25), the ratio of the branched-chain to








where sbr is the radius of gyration of the branched molecule, and sl is the radius of
gyration of a linear molecule of the same molecular weight. The linear-chain intrinsic
viscosity is calculated from the Mark-Houwink-Sakurada equation [21]:
[ηl] = K (Mv)
a (28)
where K = 6.85 × 10−3 and a = 0.75 [26], [ηl] is in units of mL/g, and Mv is the











where wi is the weight fraction of chains of molecular weight Mi. In the well-
mixed KMC model, Mv may be determined explicitly based on the molecular weight
of each chain, but in the rate-equation model only Mn may be calculated, based on
the concentration of chains and the monomer consumed, so Mn must be substituted
for Mv in Equation (28) in the rate-equation model. At this point, the long-chain–





The value [ηb] does not account for the effect of short-chain branches, which may also
reduce the mean-squared radius of gyration. The effect of short-chain branching is
estimated using the following correlation [63]:
Gscb = 1.0− 1.56wscb (31)
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where wscb is the weight fraction of short-chain branches. The value of wscb is calcu-







where Lscb, the average length of a short-chain branch, is determined using the back-
biting CDF. The corrected value of the branched intrinsic viscosity is calculated as
[ηcorr] = GlcbGscb [ηl] . (33)
4.2 Well-Mixed Rate-Equation Model
4.2.1 Introduction
The advent of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy techniques to mea-
sure branching levels has raised the possibility of quantifying and modeling short-chain
and long-chain branching by combination of NMR and intrinsic viscosity data. As
the amount of long-chain branching in butyl acrylate is undetectable through intrinsic
viscosity measurements [34], a thorough examination of branching kinetics is neces-
sary to obtain at least a qualitative understanding of these long-chain branches. The
rate-equation model presented here [100] provides a method to examine the levels of
short-chain and long-chain branching and also discriminates between mid-chain rad-
icals produced by backbiting or intermolecular chain transfer to polymer. Although
details regarding the microstructure of individual chains are not accessible through
the rate-equation model, as they are through the well-mixed discrete model, the rate-
equation model is much less computationally intensive than the discrete model. If the
branching predictions obtained from the discrete model are taken to be more accurate
than those of the rate-equation model, according to the higher level of detail, then
comparison of the branching predictions between the rate-equation and discrete mod-




Having specified all chemical reactions to be included in the model, we now define
the corresponding ordinary differential equations. The first equation accounts for the
dissociation of the initiator:
d [I]
dt
= −kd [I] (34)
Secondary radicals are formed through initiator dissociation and propagation of
mid-chain radicals, and are lost through termination, backbiting, and intermolecular
chain transfer to polymer:
d [Rtot]
dt
= 2fkd [I]− 2kt [Rtot]2 − kt,h [Rtot] [MCRctp]
−kt,h [Rtot] [MCRbb] + kp,mcr [M ] [MCRctp]
+kp,mcr [M ] [MCRbb]− ktr,p [P ] [Rtot]µn − kbb [Rtot] (35)
where f is the initiator efficiency, [Rtot] is the sum of all secondary radical species,
including initiator radicals, and µn is the number-average degree of polymerization,
given by
µn =
[M ]0 − [M ]
[P ]
(36)
where [M ]0 is the initial concentration of monomer and [P ] is the concentration of
dead chains, since the assumption is made that each chain will contain no more than a
single radical at a given time. This assumption has been validated for the simulation
results. Monomer [M ] is consumed through both propagation and chain transfer to




= −kp [M ] [Rtot]− kp,mcr [M ] [MCRctp]− kp,mcr [M ] [MCRbb]
−ktr,m [M ] [Rtot]− ktr,m,mcr [M ] [MCRctp]− ktr,m,mcr [M ] [MCRbb] (37)
The combined concentration of live and dead chains is represented by [Ptot], where
all radicals, including initiator and solvent radicals, are included as live chains. Poly-
mer chains are formed by initiator dissociation, chain transfer to monomer, and chain
transfer to solvent. Termination between any two radicals, assumed to be only by
combination, eliminates one polymer chain.
d [Ptot]
dt
= 2fkd [I]− kt [Rtot]2 − kt,h [Rtot] [MCRctp]− kt,h [Rtot] [MCRbb]
−kt,mcr [MCRctp]2 − 2kt,mcr [MCRctp] [MCRbb]− kt,mcr [MCRbb]2
+ktr,m [M ] [Rtot] + ktr,m,mcr [M ] [MCRctp] + ktr,m,mcr [M ] [MCRbb]
+ktr,s [S] [Rtot] + ktr,s,mcr [S] [MCRctp] + ktr,s,mcr [S] [MCRbb] (38)
Only branches resulting from propagation of a mid-chain radical are observable
in the NMR spectrum of poly(butyl acrylate) [68]:
d [Bbb,NMR]
dt
= kp,mcr [M ] [MCRbb] (39)
d [Bctp,NMR]
dt
= kp,mcr [M ] [MCRctp] (40)
where [Bbb,NMR] and [Bctp,NMR] are the concentrations of NMR-observable branches
produced by backbiting and intermolecular chain transfer to polymer, respectively.
Mid-chain radicals are produced through either backbiting or intermolecular chain
transfer to polymer, and are lost through propagation, chain transfer to monomer,




= kbb [Rtot]− kp,mcr [M ] [MCRbb]− kt,h [Rtot] [MCRbb]
−2kt,mcr [MCRbb]2 − 2kt,mcr [MCRbb] [MCRctp]
−ktr,m,mcr [M ] [MCRbb]− ktr,s,mcr [S] [MCRbb] (41)
d [MCRctp]
dt
= ktr,p [P ] [Rtot]µn − kp,mcr [M ] [MCRctp]− kt,h [Rtot] [MCRctp]
−2kt,mcr [MCRctp]2 − 2kt,mcr [MCRbb] [MCRctp]
−ktr,m,mcr [M ] [MCRctp]− ktr,s,mcr [S] [MCRctp] (42)
where [MCRbb] and [MCRctp] are the concentrations of mid-chain radicals resulting
from backbiting and intermolecular chain transfer to polymer, respectively. The last
two terms in Equation (41) and (42) result from the substitution of the term [MCR] =
[MCRbb] + [MCRctp] into the term 2kt,mcr [MCR]
2. The total number of branches
formed by both backbiting and intermolecular chain transfer to polymer is necessary
to examine the effects of branching on viscosity:
d [Bbb,tot]
dt
= kp,mcr [M ] [MCRbb] + kt,h [Rtot] [MCRbb] + 2kt,mcr [MCRbb]
2
+2kt,mcr [MCRbb] [MCRctp] (43)
d [Bctp,tot]
dt
= kp,mcr [M ] [MCRctp] + kt,h [Rtot] [MCRctp] + 2kt,mcr [MCRctp]
2
+2kt,mcr [MCRbb] [MCRctp] (44)
where [Bbb,tot] and [Bctp,tot] are the concentrations of total branches produced by back-
biting and intermolecular chain transfer to polymer, respectively. Hybrid termination
between a secondary radical and a mid-chain radical produces a single branch, while
termination between two mid-chain radicals produces two branches.
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4.2.3 Branch Length
Branch length may now be examined using the CDF for backbiting distance. Both
backbiting and intermolecular chain transfer to polymer are only accounted for along
the backbone of a chain, a reasonable assumption if most of the mers in the chain
are contained in the backbone, which is the case in this study. Here the backbone is
assumed to be the longest end-to-end combination of segments within a chain. The





µn accounts for both live and dead chains, but the number of live chains is very
small compared to the number of dead chains. The average length of a live chain,
over its entire lifetime, is equal to half its dead length, thus giving Equation (45).
Next, the backbiting CDF is normalized so that p∗bb (Lback) = 1, where p
∗
bb (Lback) is
the cumulative probability that a radical will backbite along the backbone of a chain.
The amount of short-chain branches produced at a given branch cutoff length Lcut is
described by Equation (46), and the corresponding amount of long-chain branches is










p∗bb (Lback − 1)




































The first term in Equation (46) accounts for short-chain branches produced by back-
biting near the radical, where p∗bb (Lcut − 1) is the cumulative probability that a radical
will backbite at a distance less than Lcut. The second term in Equation (46) accounts
for short-chain branches produced by backbiting at the end of the backbone opposite
the radical, where p∗bb (Lback − 1) is the cumulative probability of backbiting over the
entire backbone length, excluding the last mer at the other end of the backbone, and
p∗bb (Lback − Lcut) is the cumulative probability of backbiting along the entire back-
bone, excluding only the mers that are within the distance Lcut of the end of the
chain opposite the radical. The third term in Equation (46) accounts for intermolec-
ular chain transfer to polymer that occurs within the distance Lcut from each end of







+ kt [Rtot] + kt,h [MCRtot] + ktr,m [M ] + ktr,p [P ]µn + ktr,s [S] + kbb
(48)
is the probability that a radical transfers to a position on the backbone where a
long-chain branch could form, and that the radical adds a number of mers, through
propagation, greater than or equal to Lcut without reacting in a branch-stopping
event, thus ensuring that a long-chain branch is actually produced. Thus, (1− pl)
gives the probability that a radical propagates for fewer steps than Lcut, producing
a short-chain branch. A branch-stopping event may be either a chain-stopping event
or backbiting, which halts the growth of a branch but does not stop the growth of a
chain. Figure 17(a) illustrates the former case where a long-chain branch is produced
with a probability of pl, while Figure 17(b) illustrates the latter case where a short-
chain branch is instead produced with a probability of (1− pl). In Equation (46), the
factor (1− pl) is multiplied by the concentration of long-chain branches that should
be formed through either backbiting or intermolecular chain transfer to polymer, at












Figure 17: Two possible structures resulting from formation of a branch point via
backbiting, where after branching a radical may (a) propagate for a length greater




EXAMINATION OF THE NUCLEATION MECHANISMS
OF OIL-SOLUBLE INITIATORS
This chapter presents a comparison between experimental data for the miniemulsion
polymerization of styrene and the kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations performed
at the same experimental conditions to study the nucleation mechanisms of oil-soluble
initiators in styrene miniemulsion polymerization. The work presented in this chap-
ter has also been published in Reference [99]. Aqueous-phase radicals are thought
to play a significant role in miniemulsion polymerization, according to the zero–one
assumption, which requires that radical pairs inside a particle terminate quickly with-
out substantial propagation. Four chain-stopping events are considered, accounting
for the effects of radical pairs inside a particle as well as aqueous phase radicals on
the molecular weight distribution, thus eliminating the zero–one assumption. The
two sets of experimental data are at different temperatures and have different par-
ticle sizes, allowing consideration of the effects these variables have in determining




The KMC approach used here simulates individual events, such as propagation, ini-
tiator dissociation, and termination, using a resolution down to the individual radical
and monomer. The molecular rates for these events are either scaled directly from
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macroscopic rates, as for propagation and chain transfer to monomer, or else are esti-
mated directly from experimental data, as is the case for termination. This approach
allows for a detailed examination of molecular-level mechanisms within the particle
while tracking macroscopic observables, such as conversion and molecular weight dis-
tribution, which can be measured experimentally. Using a population-balance model
such as Asua’s [13] with the kinetics used in this work would allow the simulation of
particle conversion, but would not describe the molecular weight distribution. The
solution algorithm Asua uses to solve the population-balance model does not allow
prediction of the molecular weight distribution [13]. Simulation of the molecular
weight distribution is essential to gain insight into the molecular-level mechanisms
that affect particle nucleation. Having simulation data for both conversion rate and
molecular weight allows for better discrimination between the chain-stopping mecha-
nisms.
The concept of singly- and doubly-distinguished particles could be applied here
to simulate the molecular weight distribution using population-balance equations
(PBEs). Such a methodology has been developed by Butte et al. [30, 31], where
PBEs are written for the number of singly- and doubly-distinguished particles, which
contain at a minimum one or two radicals, respectively. This classification of parti-
cles is subdivided further based on the time of radical generation or entry into the
particle, to account for multiple radicals on chains of differing length inside the same
particle, which may combine in a short-long termination event. The molecular weight
distribution is subdivided into bins via the use of pivot, or average, values of chain
length, around which the PBEs are rewritten to compute the fraction of particles in
each molecular weight bin [30, 31]. Subdividing the molecular weight distribution
permits the simulation of broad or multimodal distributions not readily accessible
through techniques such as numerical fractionation [30, 31]. The primary issue in
applying the algorithm of Butte et al. [30, 31] to the issue at hand, however, is that
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their model does not include radical desorption. While rederivation of their PBEs to
include radical desorption should be possible, the use of pivot chain lengths in the
solution algorithm, a key feature of the model, significantly increases the complex-
ity of the derivation. As such, the KMC approach applied in this work provides a
solution algorithm that, while more computationally intensive, is more straightfor-
ward to implement and may be easily adapted to study other aspects of free-radical
polymerization kinetics.
5.1.2 Well-Mixed Assumption
The simulation considered here assumes that the particle is well-mixed, or of uniform
consistency. This assumption is based on the center-of-mass diffusion of polymer
chains being high relative to the typical particle diameter of 100-200 nm, so that a
chain could traverse the particle diameter between reactive events such as propaga-
tion. Invoking the scaling law for styrene oligomers derived by Piton et al. [87] and
using a monomer diffusivity of 2.81 × 10−5 cm2/s at 50 ◦C, a chain of 1000 mers
would have a diffusivity of 9.53 × 10−7 cm2/s. The styrene monomer diffusivity at
50 ◦C is determined by taking the diffusivity at 25 ◦C [8] and scaling it with an
Arrhenius law, where the activation energy used is for the diffusivity of toluene in
polystyrene [86]. Using a propagation rate constant of 1999 s−1, a chain of 1000 mers
could achieve center-of-mass movement of 535 nm between propagation events at 0%
monomer conversion. A chain length of 1000 requires extrapolation of the diffusivity
relation, but for shorter chains, the diffusion distance is even longer. The gel effect
for styrene is shown by both the new data and Alduncin and Asua’s data [6] to be
negligible, as the acceleration in the conversion rate that is characteristic of the gel
effect is not observed in these conversion vs. time data. This lack of a gel effect in
styrene shows that a significant decrease in radical diffusivity does not occur until
>90% monomer conversion, when the glass effect is observed, as reactive diffusion of
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the radicals is slowed. Thus, the assumption of a well-mixed particle is justified in
this study. The simulations discussed here are for a single particle, which is possible
because miniemulsion particles are generally decoupled from each other, due to the
presence of the costabilizer.
5.2 Rate Constants
For these simulations using styrene, the rate constants for propagation [28], chain
transfer to monomer [125], and initiator dissociation [27] are calculated, respectively,
according to:


















where kp and ktr,m are in L/mol/s, kd is in s
−1, and the activation energies are in
kJ/mol. The macroscopic and molecular rate equations for these events are shown
in Table 2, where n and NI are the number of radicals and initiator molecules in the
particle, respectively.
Table 3: Macroscopic and molecular rate constants for styrene at 75 ◦C and 0%
conversion for a particle diameter of 100 nm.
Mechanism Macroscopic Units Molecular Units
initiator dissociation 9.24× 10−5 s−1 9.24× 10−5 s−1
propagation 5.65× 102 L/mol/s 3.65× 10−4 s−1
termination 4.21× 107 L/mol/s 2.67× 102 s−1
chain transfer to monomer 6.22× 10−2 L/mol/s 4.01× 10−8 s−1
absorption – – 3.07 s−1
desorption – – – s−1
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The rate constants for the reactions that are first-order in radical concentration
are scaled down to the molecular level by dividing by the factor VpNA, where Vp
is the particle volume and NA is Avogadro’s number. The molecular rate constant
for propagation is calculated as kp,m = kp/(VpNA), and the molecular rate constant
for chain transfer to monomer is likewise calculated as ktr,m,m = ktr,m/(VpNA). As
the number of monomers in the particle decreases, the rates of propagation and
chain transfer to monomer decrease. The initial concentration of styrene [M ]0 in the
particle is determined from the density and molecular weight of styrene monomer. The
molecular weight of styrene is 104.15 g/mol, and the density at 75 ◦C is 855.2 g/L
[83], giving an initial monomer concentration of 8.21 mol/L. The molecular initiator
dissociation rate constant kd,m is equal to the macroscopic rate constant kd. The
macroscopic and molecular rate constants at 75 ◦C and a particle diameter of 100 nm
are shown in Table 3.
The macroscopic termination reaction is second-order in the concentration of radi-
cals within a particle, as shown in Table 2. The macroscopic termination rate constant
is calculated according to:






where kt is in L/mol/s and the activation energy is in kJ/mol [71]. The macroscopic
termination rate constant at 75 ◦C is given in Table 3. For the purposes of the KMC
simulations, at least two radicals must be present inside a particle for termination
to occur. The molecular termination rate is calculated as shown in Table 2, where
Npairs is the number of possible radical pairs, and therefore possible termination
events, within the particle, and the molecular termination rate constant is
kt,m = kt[R
∗], (53)
where the value for [R∗] is the concentration of two radicals in a particle, 2/(VpNA).
Two radicals are equal to 3.32 × 10−24 moles, and assuming a particle diameter of
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100 nm gives a particle volume of 5.24× 10−19 L, so the concentration corresponding
to two radicals in a 100 nm particle is 6.34× 10−6 mol/L. The molecular termination
rate constant kt,m is then 267 s
−1. If the particle diameter is increased to 170 nm,
the concentration for two radicals drops to 1.29 × 10−6 mol/L, giving a molecular
termination rate constant of 54.3 s−1. The value of the molecular rate constant kt,m
given in Table 3 is for a particle diameter of 100 nm. For styrene, termination occurs
by combination of the radicals — not disproportionation — and this will be implied
throughout the remainder of the discussion.
Direct calculation of a macroscopic absorption rate constant is not straightforward,
so no macroscopic value is given in Table 3, but the molecular value is estimated here.
The concentration of styrene in the aqueous phase is calculated to be 0.0566 g sty/100
mL H2O, based on a fit to literature data [66]. The concentration of styrene in the
aqueous phase is then calculated as (0.0566× 10) /MWsty = 5.44× 10−3 mol/L. For
styrene, the critical length for radical entry is 2 mers [40], and when using 2,2’-
azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN), the initiator radical is close in size to a monomer,
so an aqueous-phase radical need only propagate once to reach the critical length for
entry. The absorption rate constant, shown in Table 3, is then calculated as kp,m times
the aqueous-phase styrene concentration. The molecular absorption rate is calculated
as shown in Table 2. However, since AIBN is oil-soluble, it may adsorb even sooner,
so this absorption rate is considered to be a lower bound on the actual value. Both
this effect and this assumption are investigated and evaluated both in the simulation
study and in comparison with the experiments.
From the recipe information for the two experimental data sets used for compar-
ison, the concentrations of AIBN in the particle are 0.127 mol/L for Asua’s data set
[6] and 6.10× 10−2 mol/L for the new data set. Using a partition coefficient of 115,
the value for AIBN at 50 ◦C [80], the aqueous phase concentrations of AIBN are,
respectively, 1.10× 10−3 mol/L and 5.30× 10−4 mol/L. Using a particle diameter of
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100 nm for Asua’s data set [6], the number of AIBN molecules per particle is calcu-
lated to be 40068. Based on Asua’s recipe information [6], the volume of water per
particle is calculated to be 1.45 × 10−18 L, so the number of AIBN molecules in the
aqueous phase per particle is 962. The initial rates of dissociation for this system
are therefore 3.7 s−1 in the particle and 8.9 × 10−2 s−1 in the aqueous phase. Tak-
ing the same approach for a particle diameter of 109 nm and the corresponding new
recipe, the initial rates of AIBN dissociation are 7.6 × 10−2 s−1 in the particle and
3.2 × 10−3 s−1 in the aqueous phase. Comparison of the aqueous-phase dissociation
rate to the absorption rate shows that in both cases absorption is much faster than
initiator dissociation, such that generation of aqueous-phase radicals would be the
rate-limiting step. For Asua’s recipe [6] using a particle diameter of 170 nm, two
radicals in the corresponding aqueous-phase volume of 7.10 × 10−18 L per particle
give a radical concentration of 4.67× 10−7 mol/L. This gives a molecular termination
rate of 19.7 s−1, so the termination rate is sufficiently small to neglect termination
in the aqueous phase, a common assumption due to the low concentration of radicals
in the aqueous phase. While radicals generated in the aqueous phase are allowed
to adsorb, the overall fraction of these radicals is much smaller than the number of
radicals generated in the particle.
To examine the two competing mechanisms for particle nucleation, the simulation
of desorption and absorption events must be carefully considered to require as few
assumptions as possible, while ensuring that any remaining assumptions are justified.
As previously stated, at the particle diameters considered here, both monomeric and
initiator radicals diffuse at high enough rates to encounter the particle surface multiple
times before propagating. Desorption may therefore be allowed for both such types
of radicals, but it is not allowed for radicals of length greater than one, since these
radicals will be either at or beyond the critical chain length for radical entry [40].
Rate constants for radical desorption in the literature generally incorporate the chain
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transfer to monomer rate, since many authors assume that monomeric radicals, rather
than initiator radicals, are the primary desorbing species [13, 81]. The molecular
desorption rate, as shown in Table 2, is only dependent on n, the number of radicals
in the particle. Within the KMC model, kdes is estimated using multiples of kp,mNm,0,
to vary the fraction of radicals that desorb, so no value for kdes is given in Table 3.
For radicals that are generated in the aqueous phase, absorption is the only event
allowed in the simulation, where the rate of absorption, as previously explained, is
determined by the time to reach the critical chain length for radical entry. Thus,
the time for a radical to reach the critical length for entry is dependent on the rate
of propagation in the aqueous phase. Except where otherwise noted, absorption of
aqueous-phase radicals is excluded from the data shown in this work.
5.3 Chain-Stopping Mechanisms
To form an initial hypothesis regarding the nucleation mechanism, a number of pos-
sible chain-stopping mechanisms are considered, using the molecular rate constants
to predict the molecular weight produced from each chain-stopping event. By com-
paring these predicted molecular weights to those observed in the experimental data
sets, insight is gained into the more plausible chain-stopping mechanisms. These
mechanisms are illustrated in Figure 18. Simple termination (i) involves the simulta-
neous propagation of a pair of radicals, followed by termination between the pair. For
termination by initiator dissociation (ii), one dissociation event occurs, which could
be followed by desorption of one of the radicals. The remaining radical propagates,
until the next dissociation occurs and the growing chain is terminated by a newly
generated radical. As more initiator molecules dissociate, the time between dissoci-
ations increases, not only making this mechanism less likely, but also increasing the
chain lengths for radicals terminated in such a manner. Chain-stopping via chain




Figure 18: Possible chain-stopping mechanisms: (i) simple termination, (ii) termina-
tion by initiator dissociation, (iii) chain transfer to monomer, and (iv) termination
by absorption.
a pair, followed by growth of the remaining radical until chain transfer to monomer
occurs, producing a dead chain. The length of this chain depends on the ratio of the
propagation rate to the chain transfer to monomer rate, kp/ktr,m. For termination by
absorption (iv), a radical enters the particle from the aqueous phase and terminates
the radical on a live polymer chain. This mechanism is commonly referred to as
short-long termination.
For Asua’s styrene miniemulsion polymerization at 75 ◦C, the peak of the molecu-
lar weight probability-density distribution is approximately 1.26× 104 g/mol at 30%
particle conversion, giving a chain length of 121 mers. Based on Asua’s measurements
of particle size [6], comparison to this case will be made using a particle diameter of
170 nm. For mechanism (i), simple termination, the initial degree of polymerization
is predicted as 2kp,mNm,0/kt,m, where kp,m and kt,m are the molecular propagation
and termination rates, respectively. This gives a chain length of 171 mers for mech-
anism (i), which is larger than the experimental chain length of 121 mers, but in
the same order of magnitude, so this mechanism cannot be eliminated. To predict
the chain length for mechanism (ii), the initial time between initiator dissociations is
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used. There are 1.97 × 105 AIBN molecules in a 170-nm particle, so the initial time
between dissociations is 5.50 × 10−2 s. Multiplying this time by kp,mNm,0 gives an
initial estimate for the expected chain length for mechanism (ii) of 255 mers. This is
larger than the experimental chain length, but again in the same order of magnitude,
so this mechanism also could be significant. For mechanism (iii), the chain length is
the ratio kp,mNm,0/ktr,m, or 9.09 × 103 mers. This chain length is much higher than
the experimental data, so it seems unlikely that mechanism (iii) is significant in the
polymerization. Due to this relatively low value of ktr,m compared to the other rates,
chain transfer to monomer is usually considered to be insignificant for styrene. For
mechanism (iv), the lifetime of the growing radical is determined from the absorp-
tion rate, given in Table 3, to be 0.325 s. This gives a chain length for mechanism
(iv) of 1.51 × 103, much higher than that observed experimentally, so mechanism
(iv) is unlikely to contribute significantly, unless reabsorption is actually occurring at
a substantially higher rate. The two most plausible chain-stopping mechanisms are
clearly mechanisms (i) and (ii), although (iv) cannot be ruled out without consider-
ing further information on the absorption rate. By comparing the molecular rate of
termination with the initial time between initiator dissociations, the observation is
made that dissociation occurs faster than termination, so desorption of a radical may
not be necessary for mechanism (ii) to occur. Based on these predictions of degree
of polymerization, the hypothesis is formed that aqueous-phase radicals are likely in-
significant in the miniemulsion polymerization of styrene, and that multiple radicals
may coexist inside a particle to propagate chains of a statistically significant length.




To test the hypothesis that aqueous-phase radicals are insignificant in the miniemul-
sion polymerization of styrene, new experiments were conducted to determine the
effect of such radicals on both the rate of conversion and the molecular weight dis-
tribution. This confirmation is needed to more conclusively eliminate mechanism
(iv), since the rates of radical desorption and adsorption are not well known. The
recipes for these experiments are shown in Table 4, and the following standard pro-
cedure is used. Styrene and butyl acrylate were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and
the inhibitors in styrene and butyl acrylate were removed by the inhibitor-remover
column, which was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, before use. Sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS), potassium persulfate (KPS), AIBN, sodium nitrite (NaNO2), hydroquinone,
and hexadecane were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. The
costabilizer, which is hexadecane, and oil-soluble free-radical initiator, which is AIBN,
are dissolved in the monomer mix. The surfactant, which is SDS, is dissolved in de-
ionized water. When KPS, the water-soluble initiator, is used, a part of the recipe’s
total water, 10%, is reserved for preparation of the KPS solution. By dispersing the oil
phase into the surfactant aqueous solution with a magnetic stirrer, a coarse emulsion
is created, which is then sonicated with an OmniRuptor 250 Ultrasonic Homogenizer
for 6 minutes at 20% power output, which is 30 W, to form a miniemulsion. The
miniemulsion is then transferred into a standard glass resin kettle equipped with a
nitrogen purge, reflux condenser, thermometer and paddle stirrer. Under nitrogen
purging to remove oxygen from the miniemulsion and the reactor headspace, the re-
action material is heated, using a water bath, to the polymerization temperature,
which is 40 ◦C for KPS initiation and 50 ◦C for AIBN initiation. For KPS, time
zero is the time at which the KPS solution is injected into the reactor. For AIBN,
time zero is defined as the time at which the reactor is immersed in the water bath.
The polymerization is carried out under nitrogen purging at an impeller speed of 300
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rpm. At intervals, samples of the reactor contents are removed by syringe and put in
vials containing small quantities of 0.5 wt% hydroquinone solution, which functions to
quench the polymerization by scavenging free radicals. Monomer conversion is mea-
sured offline by gravimetric analysis of the samples. Following the polymerization
experiments, the molecular weight and molecular weight distribution of the samples
were measured by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) with a Waters 410 differen-
tial refractometer operated at 30 ◦C. High-performance liquid chromatography–grade
chloroform was used as the solvent carrier, at a flow rate of 0.6 ml/min.
Table 4: Recipe information for miniemulsion polymerizations.
A B C D
Temperature (◦C) 50 50 40 40
Water (g) 110 110 110 110
SDS (g) 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Hexadecane (g) 1 1 1 1
NaNO2 (g) – 1.66 – 1.66
Styrene (g) 20 20 – –
Butyl Acrylate (g) – – 25 25
KPS (g) – – 0.375 0.375
AIBN (g) 0.228 0.228 – –
5.5 Experimental Results
In experiments (B) and (D), NaNO2 was added as an aqueous-phase radical scav-
enger, to destroy both radicals desorbed from particles and radicals generated in the
aqueous phase. The polymerizations using butyl acrylate and KPS were conducted
as a control, to show the effectiveness of the NaNO2 in destroying aqueous-phase
radicals. In experiment (B), the ratio of NaNO2 molecules to AIBN radicals is 8.7,
considering that each NaNO2 molecule can only scavenge one AIBN radical, and each
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Figure 19: Experimental conversion vs. time for miniemulsions of styrene and AIBN
both with (diamond) and without (square) NaNO2 at 50
◦C and for miniemulsions of
butyl acrylate and KPS both with (circle) and without (triangle) NaNO2 at 40
◦C.
AIBN molecule produces two radicals. Figure 19 shows that the rate of conversion
for styrene using AIBN is similar for the experiments with and without NaNO2, indi-
cating that absorption of aqueous-phase radicals is insignificant in the miniemulsion
polymerization of styrene. A significantly different conversion rate when using NaNO2
would indicate that the aqueous-phase radicals contribute to the polymerization, but
this is not observed for the two sets of data using styrene in Figure 19. If radicals
are present in the aqueous phase due to desorption, then the readsorption of these
radicals should be insignificant based on the data in Figure 19. This observation con-
cerning the insignificance of aqueous phase radicals justifies the assumption to neglect
aqueous-phase termination, as well as radical adsorption, in the KMC simulations.
If these radicals are not significant in the polymerization, then their reactions in the
aqueous phase should not significantly affect the polymerization. The initial lag in
the conversion curve using NaNO2 is thought to be due to a small amount of NaNO2
being present in the particles, where the radical scavenger must be consumed before
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propagation can begin. As Figure 19 shows, the polymerization using butyl acrylate
and KPS is suppressed almost entirely when using NaNO2. The peak of the molecular
weight probability-density distribution for experiment (A) is about 5.21× 105 g/mol,
or about 5000 mers, and the particle diameter is measured to be 109±0.4 nm. For
experiment (B), the peak molecular weight is about 6.40× 105 g/mol, or about 6140
mers, and the particle diameter is measured to be 104±0.4 nm. The polydispersity
index of the particle size for these experiments is expected to be small, around 1.1 or
less.
Considering the peak molecular weight from experiment (A), each of the chain-
stopping mechanisms should be examined, to determine which is most consistent with
the new data presented in this work. Based on this experimental data and the argu-
ments in Section 3, chain-stopping mechanism (iv) should not be significant for this
data, since this requires adsorption of radicals from the aqueous phase. The initial
molecular propagation rate for styrene at 50 ◦C is 1999 s−1 per radical, and the molec-
ular termination rate is 158 s−1, for the particle diameter of 109 nm. The predicted
molecular weight for mechanism (i), simple termination, is 2kp,mNm,0MWsty/kt,m, or
2.63 × 103 g/mol, significantly less than the peak molecular weight for experiment
(A). From the recipe for experiment (A), the number of AIBN molecules in a 109-nm
particle is calculated as 2.49 × 104 molecules. The dissociation rate of AIBN at 50
◦C is 3.05× 10−6 s−1, so the initial time between initiator dissociations, assuming an
efficiency of one, is 13.2 s. Thus, the molecular weight predicted for mechanism (ii)
is 2.74× 106 g/mol, and when the efficiency is decreased to a more realistic value of
0.5, the molecular weight doubles to 5.48 × 106 g/mol, much higher than the peak
molecular weight for experiment (A). At 50 ◦C, the chain transfer to monomer rate is
0.115 s−1, so the molecular weight expected for mechanism (iii) is 1.81 × 106 g/mol,
closer to the experimental molecular weight than the predictions for both mechanisms



























Figure 20: Normalized density of molecular weight distribution from KMC simula-
tions, for a particle diameter of 109 nm at 50 ◦C and 30% particle conversion, using
kt,m = 158 s
−1, f = 0.6, and desorption rates of 2.0kp,mNm,0 (triangle)(dashed line);
3.5kp,mNm,0 (diamond) (dash-dot line); 5.0kp,mNm,0(circle)(dotted line), compared to
normalized density of experiment (A) at final conversion of 92%.
prior to dissociation of a new initiator molecule, leading to a molecular weight con-
sistent with experiments (A) and (B). The difference in molecular weight between
experiments (A) and (B) is larger than the expected variability between runs, so the
residual NaNO2 seems to have some effect on the molecular weight. Residual NaNO2
could result in the formation of more single radicals in the particle, thus reducing the
effect of mechanism (iii) on the molecular weight, allowing mechanism (ii) to be more
significant. The expected dominance of mechanism (iii) implies that radical desorp-
tion must be significant, so that mechanism (i) termination will not occur. Chain
transfer to monomer should be the dominant chain-stopping mechanism to achieve
agreement with the peak molecular weight for experiment (A), with mechanism (ii)
possibly playing a secondary role.
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5.6 Simulation Results
Molecular weight distributions simulated using the conditions of the new experiments
are shown in Figure 20 along with the molecular weight data from experiment (A).
To calculate each molecular weight distribution, all of the chains of molecular weight
greater than 1000 g/mol from 100 individual particle simulations are sorted into bins
equally spaced on a log scale, as observed in Figure 20. The weight of the chains
in a bin is divided by the weight of all chains included in the distribution, and this
weight fraction is then divided by the fractional width of the bin in terms of the
true scale, since the bins are equally space on a log scale. Chains at lower molecular
weights are thus weighted more heavily in the distribution. In the case of the data
from experiment (A), the weight fractions are determined from the GPC data, so the
weight fractions are already scaled according to the relative bin size on the true scale.
The area under the curve is then normalized to one to allow for a better comparison
to the experimental data. Given the assumptions of the well-mixed KMC model,
the goal is not to achieve perfect agreement between the simulated molecular weight
and the experimental molecular weight, but instead to achieve qualitative agreement
such as alignment of the peaks of the molecular weight distributions. Simple termi-
nation is 103 times faster than chain transfer to monomer in a 109-nm particle with
two radicals, so single radicals must be present within the particle in order for chain
transfer to monomer to dominate the molecular weight. In fact, the secondary peak
observed in Figure 20 is near the molecular weight predicted for simple termination,
and the height of this secondary peak decreases as the desorption rate is increased,
due to the decrease in the number of radical pairs inside the particle. Since, according
to the new experiments, adsorption of radicals from the aqueous phase is shown to
be insignificant, a single radical must be formed via desorption of the other radical
produced by an initiator dissociation in the particle. The peak molecular weights for
all of the simulation data in Figure 20 are near 1 × 106 g/mol, which is close to the
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predicted molecular weight for mechanism (iii). Minimal variation in the molecular
weight peak is observed as the desorption rate is varied, due to the long time between
initiator dissociations. The difference in the experimental and simulated molecular
weight distributions may be explained by the scatter in the measured chain trans-
fer to monomer rates, which is almost an order of magnitude near the experimental
temperature [125]. Also, the experimental and simulated molecular weight distribu-
tions shown in Figure 20 are at different conversions, with the experimental molecular
weight distribution known only for the final conversion of 92%, while the molecular
weight distributions from the simulations are taken at 30% conversion. Due to the
dominance of mechanism (iii), the molecular weight peak for the simulation data
should broaden toward higher molecular weights as the monomer concentration de-
creases, but this should not affect the qualitative agreement between the experimental
and simulated molecular weight peaks. While the initiator efficiency can also affect
the molecular weight distribution, this effect should be minimal if mechanism (iii) is
dominant, so the desorption rate is varied at a constant initiator efficiency of 0.6 when
comparing the KMC simulations to the new experimental data. Both the initiator
efficiency and the desorption rate affect the conversion rate, so these two variables
may not be changed independently.
For the molecular weight data from experiment (A) shown in Figure 20, a sec-
ondary peak is clearly present in the range from 104 to 2× 105 g/mol, indicating that
some chain-stopping mechanism other than mechanism (iii) must have a noticeable
effect on the molecular weight distribution. If aqueous-phase radicals are eliminated
via the use of NaNO2, as in experiment (B), then the secondary peak disappears.
Based on these observations, the aqueous-phase radicals do have some impact on the
molecular weight distribution, although not on the location of the primary molecular
weight peak. To examine the effect of aqueous-phase radicals in further detail, KMC
simulations were run with absorption of radicals allowed, where an estimated value
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of 1.00 s−1 is used for the absorption rate constant, according to the experimental
conditions. The primary molecular weight peak for these simulations is at 1.52× 105
g/mol, a significant shift from the primary peak of 1.81× 106 g/mol when absorption
of radicals is excluded. The molecular weight predicted for mechanism (iv), 2.08×105
g/mol, is the closest to the primary peak from the KMC simulations that include ab-
sorption, so mechanism (iv) is the most likely source of the secondary peak observed
in the data for experiment (A). Mechanism (iii) is still responsible for the primary
molecular weight peak in the data from experiment (A).




















Figure 21: Conversion vs. time from KMC simulations, for a particle diameter of 109
nm at 50 ◦C, using kt,m = 158 s
−1, f = 0.6, and desorption rates of 2.0kp,mNm,0 (trian-
gle); 3.5kp,mNm,0 (diamond); 5.0kp,mNm,0 (circle), with the new data from experiment
(A) (square).
When comparing the simulated conversion rate to that of the experimental data,
the primary focus is on achieving agreement with the early conversion rate, up to
about 30% conversion. The comparisons of the KMC simulations to both the new ex-
perimental data and Asua’s are made at particle conversions well below the gel point
for styrene, so neither the gel nor the glass effects should be necessary for the sim-

























Figure 22: Normalized density of molecular weight distributions from KMC sim-
ulations using styrene at 75 ◦C, at 19% particle conversion and various particle
sizes, with zero desorption, kp = 5.65 × 102 L/mol/s, kt = 4.21 × 107 L/mol/s,
kd = 9.24× 10−5 s−1, f = 0.4. Particle diameters of 100 nm (triangle)(dashed line);
170 nm (diamond)(dash-dot line); 240 nm (circle)(dotted line).
Figure 21 shows conversion versus time results from the simulations in comparison
to the new data from experiment (A). Using a desorption rate around 3.5kp,m gives
good agreement with the initial conversion rate from experiment (A). Initiator effi-
ciency and desorption rate are somewhat correlated when comparing the simulated
and experimental conversion rates. Increasing the desorption rate decreases the rate
of conversion, due to the corresponding decrease in the number of radicals in the
particle, as radicals are not allowed to re-enter the particle after desorbing. Thus,
an increased desorption rate gives the same effect as a decreased initiator efficiency.
Conversely, if the initiator efficiency were increased from 0.6, then a desorption rate
greater than 3.5kp,m would be required to achieve agreement with the early conversion
rate.
Simulation results for a particle diameter of 170 nm at a temperature of 75 ◦C

























Figure 23: Normalized density of molecular weight distributions from KMC simula-
tions using styrene at 75 ◦C, at 30% particle conversion and a particle diameter of
170 nm, with kt,m = 54.3 s
−1 and initiator efficiencies of 0.45 (triangle)(dashed line);
0.6 (diamond)(dash-dot line); 0.75 (circle)(dotted line), with Asua’s molecular weight
distribution [6] at 30% conversion (square).


















Figure 24: Conversion vs. time from KMC simulations using styrene at 75 ◦C and
a particle diameter of 170 nm, with kt,m = 54.3 s
−1 and initiator efficiencies of 0.45
(triangle); 0.6 (diamond) ; 0.75 (circle), with Asua’s conversion vs. time data [6]
(square).
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particle simulations. This temperature is used to correspond to Asua’s experimental
conditions [6]. The particle size distribution for Asua’s data [6] encompasses a signifi-
cant range of particle sizes. While most of the particles at 30% conversion, where the
simulated molecular weight distributions are compared, have diameters of 100–200
nm, a small fraction of the particles may have a diameter greater than 1000 nm [6].
At higher conversion the particle size distribution is even broader, so the molecular
weight distributions are compared at 30% conversion, or 19% conversion for Figure
22. The initiator efficiency of 0.6 used in Figure 22 is chosen due to the agreement
it produces with Asua’s experimental data [6] for both the peak molecular weight in
Figure 23 and the early conversion rate in Figure 24. The data shown in Figure 22
illustrate the importance of particle size on the molecular weight distribution, since a
single pair of radicals will take longer to terminate in a larger particle. Increasing the
particle diameter from 100 to 170 nm produces nearly an order-of-magnitude increase
in the peak molecular weight. The predicted molecular weight for chain-stopping
mechanism (i), simple termination, is 2kp,mNm,0MWsty/kt,m, which is 3.6×103 g/mol
for a particle diameter of 100 nm, and 1.8 × 104 g/mol for a particle diameter of
170 nm. Both of these molecular weights are consistent with the simulated molecular
weight peaks in Figure 22. For the particle diameter of 240 nm, mechanism (i) pre-
dicts a molecular weight of 5.0×104 g/mol, while mechanism (ii) predicts a molecular
weight of 2.4 × 104 g/mol. Figure 22 shows that the molecular weight peak for the
240-nm particle is between the molecular weights predicted by mechanisms (i) and
(ii), so the molecular weight distribution shown in Figure 22 appears to be an average
of these two mechanisms. For the 170-nm particle, mechanism (ii) predicts a molec-
ular weight of 6.7 × 104 g/mol, so the molecular weight predicted by mechanism (i)
for the 170-nm particle is likely more significant for the peak molecular weight shown
in Figure 22 for this particle size, although mechanism (ii) may also contribute to
the molecular weight. For the 100-nm particle, mechanism (ii) predicts a molecular
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weight of 3.3 × 105 g/mol, much higher than that predicted for this particle size by
mechanism (i). Although the molecular weight predicted by mechanism (ii) is higher
than the secondary peak for the 100-nm particle in Figure 22, mechanism (ii) may
be partly responsible for producing this peak, due to the stochastic nature of the
simulations. The molecular weight predicted by mechanism (iii), chain transfer to
monomer, is 9.46 × 105 g/mol, considerably higher than all of the peaks observed
in Figure 22, so mechanism (iii) should not contribute significantly to any of these
molecular weight peaks. As particle size increases, the contribution of simple termi-
nation to the peak molecular weight decreases, so while simple termination is clearly
dominant for a particle diameter of 100 nm, it is not the only significant mechanism
for a particle diameter of 170 nm. Increasing the particle size shortens the time be-
tween initiator dissociations, so mechanisms (i) and (ii) are equally significant for the
240-nm particle. Initiator efficiency has a small effect on the molecular weight as long
as mechanism (i) is dominant. A particle diameter of 170 nm is chosen for Figure
23 and 24 because this gives a value for kt,m of 54.3 s
−1, allowing the peak of the
simulated molecular weight distribution to agree with the peak of Asua’s molecular
weight distribution [6], as shown in Figure 23.
In Figure 24, the rate of conversion is shown to increase with initiator efficiency.
As effective radicals are produced at a faster rate, the observed rate of polymeriza-
tion increases. Figure 23 shows that the molecular weight distribution remains nearly
unchanged as the initiator efficiency is increased, indicating the dominance of mech-
anism (i). As effective radicals are produced at a faster rate, mechanism (ii) becomes
more dominant compared to mechanism (i), but this effect is reduced at smaller par-
ticle sizes due to the smaller amount of initiator initially present. In both Figure 23
and 24, using an initiator efficiency of 0.6 and no desorption provides good agreement
with Asua’s experimental data, for both early conversion rate and molecular weight.
Due to the significant coarsening of the particle size after 30% conversion, achieving
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agreement with Asua’s experimental data is not attempted beyond ∼30% conversion.
Initiator efficiency has a significant effect on the rate of conversion, but its effect on
the molecular weight is much smaller, provided that mechanism (i) is dominant. Since
Figure 23 shows that molecular weight is only slightly affected by changes in initiator
efficiency, the conclusion is that mechanism (i) is dominant for the chosen particle
diameter of 170 nm. Next, the effects of radical desorption in the KMC simulation
























Figure 25: Normalized density of molecular weight distributions from KMC simula-
tions using styrene at 75 ◦C, at 30% particle conversion and a particle diameter of
170 nm, with kt,m = 54.3 s
−1, f = 0.6, and desorption rates of 0.0 (triangle)(dashed
line); 0.05kp,mNm,0 (diamond)(dash-dot line); 3.0kp,mNm,0 (circle)(dotted line), with
Asua’s molecular weight distribution data [6] at 30% conversion (square).
Figure 25 and 26 show that a negligible amount of desorption is allowable in or-
der to attain the same early rate of conversion as observed in Asua’s experimental
data. When desorption is allowed to occur, single radicals formed in the particle
grow unchecked until the next initiator dissociation. This produces an increase in the
peak molecular weight, as well as an increase in the conversion rate. In comparing the
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Figure 26: Conversion vs. time from KMC simulations using styrene at 75 ◦C and a
particle diameter of 170 nm, with kt,m = 54.3 s
−1, f = 0.6, and desorption rates of
0.0 (triangle); 0.05kp,mNm,0 (diamond); 3.0kp,mNm,0 (circle), with Asua’s conversion
vs. time data [6] (square).
simulations at Asua’s experimental conditions to those at the conditions of the new ex-
periments, the two experiments appear to be in different regimes. Simple termination
appears to dominate the molecular weight in Asua’s experiments, while chain trans-
fer to monomer is shown to dominate the molecular weight in the new experiments.
This difference is due to an apparent lack of radical desorption suggested by Asua’s
experimental data. If desorption does occur in Asua’s experimental data, it must be
followed quickly by readsorption, with no tangible effect on the polymerization. The
probability of a radical escaping the particle before propagating, as required by the
KMC model, is affected by both the temperature and the particle size. Since the prop-
agation rate scales faster with temperature than does the diffusivity, the probability
of a radical escaping a particle of equal volume should decrease as the temperature
increases. Using the previously described method for calculating styrene diffusivity,
a monomer diffusivity of 2.81 × 10−5 cm2/s is obtained at 50 ◦C. The increase in
the probability of propagation prior to desorption when increasing the temperature
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from 50 to 75 ◦C is calculated as (kp,m,75◦CNm,0/D75◦C) / (kp,m,50◦CNm,0/D50◦C), which
is (4641/3.77× 10−5) / (1999/2.81× 10−5) = 1.73. Thus, a radical is nearly twice as
likely to propagate before desorption when the temperature is increased from 50 to 75
◦C. The increase in particle diameter, using a 170-nm particle to compare to Asua’s
data and a 109-nm particle for the new data, is by a factor of 1.6, so the combined
effect of the propagation rate and particle size shows that a radical should be 3.5
times less likely to desorb from a particle using Asua’s experimental data compared
to the new data. Other effects not considered, such as interactions of radicals with
the surfactant on the particle surface, may increase with temperature and further
reduce the rate of radical desorption or result in fast readsorption.
5.7 Conclusions
Both the experimental and simulation results presented here support the hypothesis
that absorption of aqueous-phase radicals is insignificant in the miniemulsion poly-
merization of styrene, whether such radicals desorb from particles or are generated in
the aqueous phase. This conclusion does not wholly contradict the work of Nomura
[81], since he examined nucleation in both micro- and macroemulsion polymeriza-
tion, where nucleation primarily occurs in the smaller micelles. The results of the
KMC simulations compared to the new experimental data show that chain transfer
to monomer, mechanism (iii), is dominant for this new set of experimental condi-
tions and the corresponding particle diameter. The results of the KMC simulations
compared to the data of Alduncin and Asua [6], along with the molecular weights
predicted for mechanisms (i) and (ii), show that simple termination, mechanism (i),
is dominant at their experimental conditions, with mechanism (ii) also playing a
role. Desorption of radicals is affected by both temperature and particle size, increas-
ing with both decreased temperature and decreased particle size. This conclusion
substantiates the central idea of Asua’s theory of particle nucleation, under certain
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experimental conditions, although chain transfer to monomer is shown here to be
unnecessary for radical desorption. Based on this modeling work, it appears that
no single mechanism is always dominant in miniemulsions, but that the interplay
between mechanisms is significant, and that the significance of each depends on the
details of the recipe. The theories of neither Asua nor Nomura are entirely sufficient
to describe the varied nucleation mechanisms which may dominate over a range of
reaction conditions and particle sizes, as neither of their theories allow for the domi-
nance of simple termination. The KMC simulation of miniemulsion particles is shown
to be an effective method for examining the mechanisms involved in particle nucle-
ation using oil-soluble initiators, as it makes no presuppositions about the significance
of any potential nucleation mechanism. Unlike most previously used modeling ap-
proaches for miniemulsions, it considers stochastic effects due to the small numbers of




EXAMINATION OF THE BRANCH-LENGTH
DISTRIBUTION IN BUTYL ACRYLATE USING THE
RATE-EQUATION MODEL
The study presented in this chapter [100] applies the rate-equation model to examine
branch length in butyl acrylate solution polymerization, comparing the model results
to experimental data from Nikitin et al. [79] Intramolecular chain transfer to polymer,
otherwise known as backbiting, is commonly assumed to produce only short-chain
branches, while intermolecular chain transfer to polymer is assumed to produce all
long-chain branches. Although the branches generated by backbiting, according to
its traditional definition, are thought to be two mers in length, the definition of short-
chain versus long-chain branches is somewhat ambiguous. A cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of branch lengths produced through backbiting has been created using
spatially-resolved simulations of individual polymer chains on a face-centered cubic
(FCC) lattice, covering a large range of possible chain conformations that could result
in a radical coming in contact with mers at varying distances from the radical chain-
end. This backbiting CDF is applied in the rate-equation model, in conjunction with
intermolecular chain transfer to polymer, to predict the branch-length distribution
for the experimental data [79], and to examine the source of long-chain branching in
butyl acrylate. Predictions are also made for the effects of short-chain and long-chain
branching on the intrinsic viscosity. The purpose of this study is not to construct a
model that agrees with experimental results, but rather to formulate a model capable
of predicting branch length.
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6.1 Rate Constants
The rate constants used in the rate-equation model are taken primarily from the same
source as the experimental data [79], so the techniques used to determine each rate
constant should be independently examined to account for any significant assump-
tions contained within the rate constants when interpreting the results of the rate-
equation simulations. The propagation rate kp for butyl acrylate has been measured
via pulsed-laser polymerization/size-exclusion chromatography (PLP/SEC), and the
value used here [12], given in Table 5, combines PLP/SEC data from multiple authors.
Low reactivity of mid-chain radicals had previously limited the PLP/SEC technique
to temperatures of 20 ◦C or less [12], where the backbiting rate is sufficiently low,
meaning that the value of kp at higher temperatures had to be extrapolated. Recent
advances in laser frequency allowed measurement of kp up to 70
◦C, confirming that
this extrapolation is accurate [18].
Table 5: Macroscopic rate constants for butyl acrylate at 70 ◦C, taken primarily from
Nikitin et al. [79]
Rate Constant Macroscopic Value Units Reference
kp 4.16× 104 L/mol/s [12]
ktr,m 3.16 L/mol/s [70]
ktr,s 35.1 L/mol/s [79]
ktr,p 0.151 L/mol/s [9]
k∗bb 880 s
−1 [79]
kd 2.36× 10−4 s−1 [3]
kp,mcr 53.1 L/mol/s [55]
ktr,m,mcr 1.92× 10−2 L/mol/s [70]
kt 1.88× 108 L/mol/s [19, 78]
kt,h 3.85× 107 L/mol/s [19, 78]
kt,mcr 2.53× 106 L/mol/s [19, 78]
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The rate constant for chain transfer to monomer, ktr,m, was measured by Maeder
and Gilbert [70] using the molecular weight distribution from a seeded emulsion poly-
merization. This system approximates zero-one kinetics, where no more than one
radical at a time is present in a polymer particle, thus minimizing termination and
ensuring that chain transfer to monomer dominates the number-average molecular
weight [70]. The rate constant for chain transfer to solvent, ktr,s, is calculated from
the ratio Ctr,s = ktr,s/kp, for which Nikitin et al. determined a pre-exponential factor
of 10.5 (unitless) and an activation energy of 26.9 kJ/mol. The Arrhenius fit was per-
formed using values of Ctr,s at 50, 60, and 70
◦C which were calculated by assuming
that chain transfer to solvent is the dominant chain-stopping event and accounting
for termination and chain transfer to monomer [79]. Intermolecular chain transfer to
polymer is not accounted for in the calculation of Ctr,s because its contribution to
the number-average molecular weight had already been shown to be less than 1% for
the experiments performed by Nikitin et al. [79] The experimental conditions for the
rate-equation model, corresponding to the data set used for comparison from Nikitin
et al. [79], are given in Table 6.
Table 6: Initial conditions for rate-equation model [79].
Parameter Value Units
T 70 ◦C
[M ]0 1.63 mol/L
[S]0 5.82 mol/L
[I]0 2.1× 10−2 mol/L











is the cumulative backbiting rate taken at half the number-average
chain length. The factor of two is included because the backbiting rate constant
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should only incorporate the length of live chains, as dead chains are included in µn






= 880 s−1, as taken from experimental data [79], so the backbiting CDF is
converted into a backbiting rate distribution according to this value.
Mid-chain radicals produced by backbiting and intermolecular chain transfer to
polymer are modeled separately in order to examine the amount of branching resulting
from each type of mid-chain radical. The rate constant for intermolecular chain
transfer to polymer, ktr,p, is difficult to measure experimentally, so the value of this
rate constant is commonly estimated [9, 79, 92]. For the study presented here, the
value used for ktr,p is estimated [9] through the combination of rate constants obtained
from (1) a model optimization around experimental data for a seeded, semicontinuous
emulsion polymerization of butyl acrylate [92] and (2) the simulation of PLP/SEC
for butyl acrylate [10]. The rate constant used for propagation of mid-chain radicals,
kp,mcr, has been determined by Nikitin et al. [78] through a series of PLP/SEC
experiments, where the pulse repetition rate of the laser is varied, thereby varying
the apparent propagation rate constant, which is a combination of the propagation
rates of secondary and mid-chain radicals. An average propagation rate constant
for butyl acrylate, irrespective of the PLP/SEC experiments, is determined through
simulations using an iterative algorithm. The value of kp,mcr is then determined from
the difference between the average and apparent propagation rate constants [78].
The rate constant for chain transfer to monomer for mid-chain radicals, ktr,m,mcr,
is taken to be the rate constant for chain transfer to monomer in methyl methacrylate
[9, 79]. Having an extra methyl group attached to a vinyl carbon, methyl methacrylate
is a more sterically hindered molecule than butyl acrylate, so the rate constant for
methyl methacrylate is used as an approximation for the rate constant of a mid-
chain radical in butyl acrylate, which is more sterically hindered than a secondary
radical in butyl acrylate. The chain transfer ratio ktr,m/kp for methyl methacrylate
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was determined from molecular weight distributions [110] and converted to the rate
constant for chain transfer to monomer [70] using a propagation rate constant for
methyl methacrylate obtained by an IUPAC Working Party [20].
The same activation energy of 5.6 kJ/mol is used for kt, kt,h, and kt,mcr [78, 79],
where the activation energy was determined through single-pulse PLP experiments
in combination with near-infrared spectroscopy [19] to obtain a monomer conversion
profile and chain transfer to monomer was assumed to be negligible, thus giving the
ratio kt/kp. The pre-exponential factors for the rate constants were obtained by fitting
a steady-state model to literature data for solution polymerization of butyl acrylate
at low conversion [77, 78].
6.2 Comparison to Experimental Data
Before making predictions about the amounts of long-chain and short-chain branch-
ing, the model is first compared against the experimental data [79]. Nikitin et al.
validated this set of rate constants against their data for µn and degree of branching,
but not against their data for monomer conversion [79]. With the exception of the
initiator efficiency, all of the parameters and rate constants used in this study were
taken directly from published sources.
A typical value is used for initiator efficiency, f = 0.4, and the results are shown
in Figure 27. The monomer conversion predicted by the rate-equation model is in
good agreement with the experimental data [79] up to 75% conversion. The number-
average molecular weight predicted by the model is shown in Figure 28, passing
relatively close to the experimental data point [79]. The number-average molecular
weight predicted by the steady-state model of Niktin et al. [79], which is based on
the instantaneous monomer conversion, is in agreement with the prediction of the
rate-equation model. Chain transfer to solvent, shown in Equation (17), dominates
the molecular weight. The rate of chain transfer to solvent is essentially constant
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Figure 27: Monomer conversion from rate-equation simulation compared to the ex-
perimental data from Nikitin et al. (+) [79].
















Figure 28: Number-average molecular weight from rate-equation simulation (line)
and steady-state model of Nikitin et al. (circle) [79] compared to experimental data
point from Nikitin et al. (+).
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throughout the polymerization, so the number-average molecular weight decreases
along with the rate of polymerization. For mid-chain radicals, chain transfer to solvent
is neglected, as Nikitin et al. [79] did not report a value for this rate constant, but
if the value of ktr,s,mcr were estimated as ktr,s,mcr = ktr,s (ktr,m,mcr/ktr,m), then the
number-average molecular weight would be reduced by up to 17% at the end of the
simulation. Since this model uses only rate constants reported in the literature to
make a comparison to the experimental data of Nikitin et al. [79], the estimation of
any rate constants should be avoided, and thus ktr,s,mcr is set to zero.

















Figure 29: Degree of branching from rate-equation simulation (line) and steady-state
model of Nikitin et al. (circle) [79] compared to experimental data point from Nikitin
et al. (+).
As a final comparison to the experimental data, Figure 29 shows the degree of
branching, or branches per 1000 mers, predicted by the rate-equation model. Ini-
tially, the average chain length is about 270 mers, well above the highest branch
cutoff length of Lcut = 40 mers. By the end of the simulation, the average chain
length is near 80 mers, so at Lcut = 40 mers no long-chain branches are formed via
backbiting. The results from the the rate-equation model shown in Figure 29 only
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include branches formed by propagation of mid-chain radicals, as calculated in Equa-
tion (39) and (40). The predicted degree of branching from the steady-state model
of Nikitin et al. [79] follows a trend similar to that of the rate-equation model, but
the predictions from their model are somewhat lower. Measuring the concentration
of quaternary, or branched, carbons using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-
troscopy [4, 79] provides clear evidence of the structures generated through mid-chain
radical propagation, but shows no discernable peaks [68] that would correspond to the
structures generated through termination of mid-chain radicals, shown in Equation
(23) and (24). The NMR signatures indicative of mid-chain radical termination may
lie within larger peaks, but due to the low probability of mid-chain radical termi-
nation combined with the experimental error, no definite conclusion can be reached
[68]. The model prediction is close to the experimental data point [79] for degree of
branching. Using the nominal rate constants, the model agrees reasonably with all
of the experimental measurements used for comparison [79]. If the estimated value
of ktr,s,mcr were used in the model, the final branch content as shown in Figure 29
would be reduced by as much as 11%. As chain transfer to solvent of a mid-chain
radical prevents a branch from being formed, the total amount of branching would be
reduced, but the relative amounts of branching resulting from backbiting and inter-
molecular chain transfer, as well as the relative amounts of short-chain and long-chain
branching, would remain unchanged.
6.3 Branching Predictions
Figure 30(a) and 30(b) show the total concentration of branch points produced by
backbiting and intermolecular chain transfer to polymer, including branches that
formed by termination of mid-chain radicals. As has been shown by previous authors,
backbiting is responsible for the overwhelming majority of branch points, by a factor
of about 104 in this case, particularly when the monomer concentration is low [4], as
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Figure 30: Concentration of branches produced by (a) backbiting and (b) inter-
molecular chain transfer to polymer, including branches produced by termination of
mid-chain radicals.
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Figure 31: Concentration of (a) short-chain and (b) long-chain branches at Lcut = 10
(solid line), Lcut = 25 (dashed line), and Lcut = 40 (dotted line), including branches
produced by termination of mid-chain radicals.
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it is in Nikitin’s solution polymerizations [79]. The value of k∗bb given in Table 5 was
determined under the assumption that intermolecular chain transfer to polymer is
insignificant for this system [79], and the model results show that this assumption is
consistent. In order to form a branch, a mid-chain radical must react through either
propagation or termination. For this simulation of solution polymerization, 84% of
the final branch content results from propagation of mid-chain radicals. The rest
of the branches are formed through termination reactions of mid-chain radicals, as
shown in Equation (23) and (24). In both Figure 30(a) and 30(b), the rate of branch
formation decreases with time due to the depletion of monomer, in contrast to systems
with higher solids concentrations, where branching from intermolecular chain transfer
to polymer becomes significant as the polymer concentration increases. Figure 31(a)
and 31(b) show the concentration of short-chain and long-chain branches, respectively,
using cutoff lengths of 10, 25, and 40 mers. Using cutoff lengths of 25 and 40 mers,
the concentration of long-chain branches plateaus, as observed in Figure 31(b), when
µn
4
< Lcut, since an average chain length of
µn
2
is used to determine the backbiting rate
constant, and long-chain branches cannot be formed if the average chain length is less
than 2Lcut. At a cutoff length of 10 mers, the concentration of long-chain branches is
about 8% of the total branch concentration, but is about 500 times the concentration
of branches produced by intermolecular chain transfer to polymer. Even when the
cutoff length is increased to 40 mers, the amount of long-chain branching is 30 times
the concentration of branches produced by intermolecular chain transfer to polymer,
indicating that backbiting is dominant in the formation of long-chain branches, at
least for this system. This result shows that the general assumption of intermolecular
chain transfer to polymer being exclusively responsible for long-chain branching does
not necessarily hold true for solution polymerizations.
To examine the significance of this finding that backbiting is overwhelmingly dom-
inant in branch formation, the concentration of polymer repeat units determined by
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the rate-equation model should be compared to a critical concentration where chains
are expected to overlap each other in solution. Below this critical concentration of
polymer, backbiting is expected to dominate, as the coiled polymer chains do not
overlap each other. The probability of intermolecular chain transfer to polymer in-
creases with the concentration of polymer repeat units. This critical concentration
of polymer repeat units is assumed to be equal to the concentration of repeat units











where MWBA is the molecular weight of butyl acrylate, 128.17 g/mol, α is the coil
expansion factor, l is the carbon–carbon bond length, and C∞ is the characteristic
ratio. The parameter values used by Ahmad et al. [4] are α = 1.25, l = 0.154 nm,
and C∞ = 8. The values of both α and C∞ are estimates [4], but c
∗ is much more
sensitive to the value of α, so only the value of α will be examined in detail. In a
theta solvent, α = 1 [21], but the solution polymerization of butyl acrylate examined
in this work was carried out in a mixture of xylene isomers, which are known to be
good solvents for butyl acrylate [85]. A coiled polymer chain is more expanded in a
good solvent, so α would be greater than one for the system considered in this work.
For butyl methacrylate in aromatic solvents such as benzene and toluene, values of
α determined through light-scattering and viscosity measurements range from 1.28
to 1.48, for number-average molecular weights ranging from 1.1 × 105 to 4.7 × 105
g/mol, at 25 ◦C [118, 119]. α increases with both molecular weight and temperature.
Although the number-average molecular weight predicted by the rate-equation model
is a factor of 10 less than the experimental molecular weights corresponding to the α
values, the temperature for the butyl acrylate solution polymerization simulated by
the rate-equation model is 70 ◦C, so these factors should balance each other somewhat,
meaning that α = 1.25 should be a reasonable estimate.
Figure 32 shows that the concentration of polymer repeat units predicted by the
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Figure 32: Concentration of polymer repeat units predicted by rate-equation model
(solid line) compared to critical concentration c∗ (dashed line) necessary for polymer
coil overlap, calculated from Equation (55).
rate-equation model is significantly greater than the critical concentration c∗ esti-
mated by Equation (55), indicating that the polymer coils do overlap each other. This
finding, taken with the data shown in Figure 30(a) and 30(b), indicates that backbit-
ing may be highly dominant in branch formation over intermolecular chain transfer
even when polymer coils come in contact with one another in solution. When polymer
coils overlap in solution, the common assumption is that intermolecular chain trans-
fer to polymer should be significant in branch formation, but the results presented
here show that this assumption is not valid for this system. Even though the poly-
mer chains overlap in solution, the overwhelming majority of all branches, including
long-chain branches, are produced by backbiting.
Determination of the long-chain branch concentrations based solely upon the
number-average chain length and the distance of a backbite from the radical chain-end
appears to be reasonable at first glance. The drawback to this basic approach, how-
ever, is that it does not account for any other kinetic or microstructural factors which
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Figure 33: (a) Long-chain branch concentration at Lcut = 10 both with (solid line) and
without (dashed line) backbiting as a branch-stopping event; (b) zp/bb, the number of
propagation events per backbiting event, calculated from Equation (56).
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Figure 34: (a) Long-chain branch concentration at Lcut = 25 both with (solid line) and
without (dashed line) backbiting as a branch-stopping event; (b) zp/bb, the number of
propagation events per backbiting event, calculated from Equation (56).
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Figure 35: (a) Long-chain branch concentration at Lcut = 40 both with (solid line) and
without (dashed line) backbiting as a branch-stopping event; (b) zp/bb, the number of
propagation events per backbiting event, calculated from Equation (56).
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may affect the amount of long-chain branches. Figure 17 illustrates one such fac-
tor, where the growth of a radical after branching determines whether a long-chain or
short-chain branch is created. Under the more general definition of long-chain branch-
ing, Figure 17(a) would be correctly interpreted as producing a long-chain branch, as
the radical propagates for a length greater than Lcut. The new segment becomes part
of the backbone of the chain. In Figure 17(b), a branch-stopping event occurs before
the radical propagates to a length of Lcut, so a backbiting event that appears to have
formed a long-chain branch instead forms a short-chain branch, since the new segment
is classified as a branch. The segments contained in the backbone of the chain remain
the same in Figure 17(b). While any chain-stopping event is also a branch-stopping
event, backbiting stops the growth of a branch without stopping chain growth. Figure
33(a), 34(a), and 35(a) show the concentration of long-chain branches both with and
without backbiting included as a branch-stopping event. Equation (48) is used to
calculate the probability of a radical propagating to a length of Lcut before a branch-
stopping event occurs. Figure 33(b), 34(b), and 35(b) show the average number of













is the cumulative backbiting rate taken at half the number-average
chain length. zp/bb decreases with monomer concentration, while the decrease in
number-average chain length has a minimal effect. As the value of Lcut is increased,
the value of zp/bb reaches Lcut sooner, with this critical time dropping from 2190
seconds at Lcut = 10 down to 370 seconds at Lcut = 40. When the critical value of
zp/bb is reached, the generation of long chain branches slows and eventually ceases, an
effect clearly observed in Figure 34(a) and 35(a). If backbiting is excluded, more long-
chain branches are produced, although the difference between the two cases decreases
as the value of Lcut is increased. While the ratio zp/bb explains one significant impact
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of the reaction kinetics on the branch length, other additional factors are likely to
affect the amount of long-chain branching, including backbiting from a branch to the
backbone of a chain. Such additional factors are not as straightforward to implement
in the rate-equation model, as they depend upon the branching topology of individual
chains and the distribution of chain lengths.
















Figure 36: Concentration of short-chain branches vs. concentration of backbiting
events, using cutoff lengths of 9 mers (dashed line), 24 mers (dash-dot line), and 39
mers (dotted line). The solid line has a slope of one, which is the limit where all
backbiting events produce a short-chain branch.
Figure 36 illustrates the likelihood of a backbiting event forming a branch within a
given range of lengths. As the maximum length is increased for short-chain branches,
more of the branches are captured within the given range. A significant fraction of
branches, about 92% of the final content, have a length up to 9 mers. Figure 36
shows that a small fraction of branches, about 6%, have a length between 10 to 24
mers, and an even smaller fraction, about 2% , have a length between 25 to 39 mers.
By the end of the simulation, essentially all of the backbiting events have resulted
in branches, due to termination of mid-chain radicals, so using backbiting events as




Short-chain and long-chain branching can affect chain overlap and entanglements by
reducing the radius of gyration of polymer chains. To quantify the effects of branching
on the radius of gyration, the intrinsic viscosity is calculated, using Equation (25) –
(30) to determine the influence of long-chain branching, and Equation (31) – (33)
to estimate the additional effect on [ηb] resulting from short-chain branching. As
seen in Figure 37 and 38, the intrinsic viscosity is most strongly influenced by the
molecular weight, following a similar downward trend even when including the effects
of branching. The rate equation model only predicts the number-average molecular
weight, so this is used in place of the viscosity-average molecular weight in the Mark-
Houwink-Sakurada equation, a substitution that is likely to have a significant effect on
the linear-chain viscosity. Since the focus here is on predicting the effect of long-chain
and short-chain branching on the intrinsic viscosity, the primary concern is the change
in the intrinsic viscosity due to branching, rather than the actual values. Figure 37(a)
shows that long-chain branching reduces the intrinsic viscosity by nearly 2 mL/g
initially, but that this reduction is less than 1 mL/g at the end of the simulation, due
to the decreasing rate of formation of long-chain branches. Figure 37(b) and 38 show
that the long-chain branched viscosity becomes closer to the linear-chain viscosity as
the cutoff length is increased, due to the smaller number of branches classified as long-
chain branches. The error introduced by neglecting short-chain branching increases
with time due to the faster rate of formation of short-chain branches relative to
long-chain branches, so that the multiple GlcbGscb in Equation (33) remains nearly
constant throughout the entire simulation. Interestingly, the value of [ηb] is fairly
insensitive to the choice of cutoff length Lcut. However, the values of [ηb] and [ηl]
are nearly overlapping at Lcut = 40, similar to the observations of Castignolles et al.
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Figure 37: Intrinsic viscosity predicted from rate-equation simulation at (a) Lcut =
10 and (b) Lcut = 25, showing [ηl] (dashed line), [ηb] (solid line), and [ηcorr] (dotted
line).
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Figure 38: Intrinsic viscosity predicted from rate-equation simulation at Lcut = 40,
showing [ηl] (dashed line), [ηb] (solid line), and [ηcorr] (dotted line).
[34], who interpret the similarity in their branched and linear-chain viscosities as an
indication that no long-chain branching is present in their samples of butyl acrylate.
Due to the need for more sensitive measurement techniques [34] and the use of inexact
correlations to calculate linear-chain viscosity, the low levels of long-chain branching
predicted by the simulations presented here may not currently be observable in the
laboratory. The possibility also exists that some branches of intermediate length,
between 10 to 40 mers, are not easily observed through viscosity measurements, so
these simulations incorporating the backbiting CDF provide insight into branches in
this range of lengths.
In addition to the potential effects of chain conformation discussed earlier, another
important aspect of the backbiting CDF in Figure 15 is that it is for an isolated
chain. In bulk polymerizations or melts or at high conversion, the CDF may not be
as accurate and may over-predict the amount of long-chain branches from backbiting,
due to higher amounts of intermolecular chain transfer to polymer. However, given
the orders-of-magnitude difference between [Bbb] and [Bctp], neither the discrepancies
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in chain conformation nor the isolation of the chain should change the conclusion that
backbiting is likely the dominant event creating long-chain branches for this solution
polymerization system.
6.5 Conclusions
The rate-equation model presented here provides good agreement with experimental
data for the solution polymerization of butyl acrylate. In agreement with previous
studies, the model predicts that a majority of branches are formed through back-
biting. While the kinetic predictions appear reasonable compared to experimental
data, the focus of this modeling effort is not the accuracy of either the kinetic or
the viscosity predictions, but rather the commonly-held assumption that backbiting
only produces short-chain branches while intermolecular chain transfer to polymer
produces any long-chain branches. Kinetic and NMR branching data are combined
to provide insight into the kinetic origin of the branches. Using a cumulative distri-
bution function for the backbiting rate, the model predicts that backbiting can form
a measurable fraction of branches that are much longer than the typically assumed
backbiting length of 2 mers. This finding is in contrast to the common assumption
that all long-chain branching results from intermolecular chain transfer to polymer.
Backbiting is shown to be overwhelmingly dominant over intermolecular chain trans-
fer to polymer for the entire polymerization, a finding that is especially noteworthy
because, for the majority of the polymerization, the concentration of polymerized
mers is above the critical concentration for chain overlap, a condition that would
normally be assumed to lead to significant intermolecular chain transfer to polymer.
The predictions of intrinsic viscosity indicate that the amount of branching resulting
from backbiting should have an observable effect on the intrinsic viscosity. The com-
bination of spatial and non-spatial models used in this work provides insights into the
development of the branching structure that otherwise would not be easily achieved.
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With the availability of both NMR and viscosity data, future modeling studies can
now distinguish between these different kinetic origins of branching.
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CHAPTER VII
EXAMINATION OF THE BRANCH-LENGTH
DISTRIBUTION IN BUTYL ACRYLATE USING THE
WELL-MIXED DISCRETE MODEL
The focus of this chapter is the study of the branch-length distribution in butyl acry-
late solution polymerization using the well-mixed kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) model
to provide detailed information regarding the branching topology of chains, which is
not readily accessible using the rate-equation model. As the well-mixed KMC model
requires a finite system size, a significant effect present in these results is the artificial
confinement of radicals. The continuity of the single phase in solution polymerization
precludes the possibility of zero–one kinetics, as absorption and desorption of radicals
are irrelevant, so two or more radicals may exist until termination by combination
occurs. The system size for the KMC model is varied, therefore providing insight
into how the amounts of short-chain and long-chain branching could vary inside a
confined system. A more realistic prediction of the amounts of short-chain and long-
chain branching is made possible by the detailed recording of branching topology in
individual chains.
7.1 Rate Constants
To apply the rate constants used in the preceding chapter to the well-mixed KMC
model, the rate constants must be scaled down to the level of reactions between
individual molecules. The symbols used in this chapter refer to the molecular re-
action rates shown in Table 2. For initiator dissociation, the molecular rate con-
stant kd,m is identical to the macroscopic value. The molecular rate constants for
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propagation of secondary and mid-chain radicals are given by kp,m = kp/ (VsolNA)
and kp,mcr,m = kp,mcr/ (VsolNA), respectively, where Vsol is the volume of the system
under consideration and NA is Avogadro’s number. The molecular rate constants
for chain transfer to monomer for secondary and mid-chain radicals are given by
ktr,m,m = ktr,m/ (VsolNA) and ktr,m,mcr,m = ktr,m,mcr/ (VsolNA), respectively. As the
concentration of monomer decreases, the rates of propagation and chain transfer to
monomer decrease. The initial concentration of butyl acrylate in the system, [M ]0,
is 1.63 mol/L [79], so the initial rates of propagation and chain transfer to monomer
are determined by this concentration. The molecular rate constant for chain transfer
to solvent is calculated as ktr,s,m = ktr,s/ (VsolNA). The concentration of solvent in
the system is assumed to remain constant at a value of 5.82 mol/L [79].
Table 7: Molecular rate constants for butyl acrylate at 70 ◦C and a system radius of
100 nm, calculated from macroscopic values taken primarily from Nikitin et al. [79]
Rate Constant Molecular Value Units Reference
kd,m 2.36× 10−4 s−1 [3]
kp,m 1.65× 10−2 s−1 [12]
kt,m 1.49× 102 s−1 [19, 78]
ktr,m,m 1.25× 10−6 s−1 [70]
ktr,s,m 1.39× 10−5 s−1 [79]
ktr,p,m 5.97× 10−8 s−1 [9]
kbb(93/2) 880 s
−1 [79]
kp,mcr,m 2.11× 10−5 s−1 [55]





For reactions involving two chains, including termination and chain transfer to
polymer, the number of potential reactions in the system must be considered. When
n radicals are present in any system, and n is a small number, the number of possible
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combinations between the radicals scales as n(n− 1)/2. As the value of n approaches
infinity, this scaling approaches n2/2. For a small number of radicals, especially just
one or two, the scaling of n2/2 is not accurate, so the number of termination reactions
must be calculated as n(n− 1)/2, in the cases of termination between two secondary
radicals or termination between two mid-chain radicals. For the case of hybrid termi-
nation between secondary radicals and mid-chain radicals, the number of termination
reactions is calculated as nsnm/2, where ns is the number of secondary radicals and
nm is the number of mid-chain radicals. Termination requires the presence of two rad-
icals, so the molecular rate constants for termination between two secondary radicals,
hybrid termination between a secondary and a mid-chain radical, and termination
between two mid-chain radicals are calculated, respectively, as
kt,m = kt [R∗] (57)
kt,h,m = kt,h [R∗] (58)
kt,mcr,m = kt,mcr [R∗] (59)
where [R∗] is the concentration of two radicals in the system, 2/ (VsolNA). Intermolec-
ular chain transfer to polymer requires a radical to react with a bonded mer, so the












where n is the total number of radicals, Nc is the total number of chains, Mj is the
number of mers in each chain, and Mi is the length of the chain containing radical
i. In the KMC model, each possible reaction of a radical with a bonded mer in
another chain is counted as an intermolecular chain transfer event. The number of
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intermolecular chain transfer to polymer events for a single radical is then equal to
the total number of monomers that have reacted through propagation, excluding the
length of the chain containing that radical. Mi must be subtracted for each radical,
since a radical is not allowed to transfer to mers in its own chain, as this would
constitute a backbiting event. The molecular rate constant for intermolecular chain
transfer to polymer is then calculated as
ktr,p,m = ktr,p [M
∗] (61)
where [M∗] is the concentration of one bonded mer in the system, [M∗] = 1/ (VsolNA),
so each bonded mer is assumed to have an equal probability of receiving a radical
through a chain transfer event.
The rate constant for backbiting kbb(j) at a specified distance j is given by the
incremental increase Rbb (j)−Rbb (j − 1) of the cumulative distribution function. For






mj [Rbb (j)−Rbb (j − 1)] (62)
where mj is the number of mers at a distance j from the radical, stored in the
backbiting arrays as mentioned previously. In the case of a linear chain, this would
simply be Rbb(D), but when there are branches, Equation (62) gives a different result.
For the backbiting CDF used in the KMC simulations, the maximum backbiting
distance D is 1999 mers. An alternate calculation of the backbiting rate rbb is given
in Table 2, summing over all secondary radicals in the particle, where mi,j is the
number of mers at a distance j from radical i. Because they are less mobile, mid-
chain radicals are not permitted to backbite in our well-mixed KMC model. As
mentioned in the previous chapter, Nikitin calculated a backbiting rate of 880 s−1 for
a number-average chain length of 93, but this average is primarily comprised of dead
chains. The average length of a live chain is taken to be half its dead length, so the
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backbiting CDF is converted to a backbiting rate distribution according to the value
kbb (93/2) = 880 s
−1.
7.2 Comparison to Experimental Data
As Figure 39 shows, the conversion versus time data from the KMC simulations
are in reasonable agreement with the experimental data [79], but the conversion
rate from each of the KMC simulations is lower than that predicted by the rate-
equation model. This decrease in the conversion rate is due to the effects of artificial
confinement introduced in the KMC simulation. Since the experimental data are for
the solution polymerization of butyl acrylate, no confinement of radicals occurs in the
experimental system; the rate-equation model does not include confinement effects.
The conversion rate increases with the system radius, as shown in Figure 39, because


















Figure 39: Monomer conversion from KMC simulations with system radii of 100 nm
(triangle) and 200 nm (diamond) compared to rate-equation simulation (solid line)
and experimental data from Nikitin et al. (+) [79].
confinement of radicals increases the molecular termination rate constant, decreasing
the average lifetime of each radical. The average number of secondary radicals for
the system radius of 200 nm is about 0.29 with an average radical lifetime of 0.19
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seconds, but this decreases to 0.04 secondary radicals for the system radius of 100
nm, with an average radical lifetime of 0.084 seconds, indicating that the lifetime
of an average radical is indeed reduced by the increase in confinement. The level
of detail captured by the KMC model limits the system size to approximately 107
monomers, to stay within a reasonable computational time, and the system with a
200-nm radius contains 3.2 × 107 monomers. Increasing the system radius to 250
nm causes an increase in computational time from 20 to 60 hours per realization,
on average, as this doubles the number of monomers. Data from KMC simulations
using a radius of 250 nm show a negligible increase in conversion rate, and doubling
the system size again would likely have resulted in a computational time around one
week per realization, so no simulations were attempted beyond the 250-nm radius.
For the system radius of 100 nm, the results presented in this work are an average
over 50 individual simulation runs, while for the 200-nm system radius, the results
are an average over 6 individual runs, since the 200-nm system contains eight times
the number of monomers in the 100-nm system, so approximately the same total
number of monomers are included for each system size when summing over all the
runs. Increasing the system size increases the number of chains in each run, so fewer
runs are necessary to achieve the same sample size as for a smaller system.
The data presented in Figure 40 show that the number-average molecular weights
predicted by the KMC simulations are initially lower than those predicted by the rate-
equation model, but the values from the KMC simulations quickly become greater
than the values from the rate-equation model, although only slightly. The values
of the number-average molecular weight (MWn) predicted by the KMC simulations
still pass reasonably close to the experimental data point [79]. As Figure 40 shows,
MWn decreases along with monomer concentration, so chain transfer to monomer
should not be the dominant chain-stopping event, otherwise MWn would increase as
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Figure 40: Number-average molecular weight from KMC simulations with system
radii of 100 nm (triangle) and 200 nm (diamond) compared to rate-equation simula-
tion (solid line), results from the model of Nikitin et al. (circle) [79] and experimental
data point from Nikitin et al. (+).
the monomer concentration decreases. Since terminal-double bond (TDB) polymer-
ization is included in the KMC simulations, and TDBs are generated through chain
transfer to monomer, the value of MWn resulting from chain transfer to monomer
should be estimated to determine whether TDB polymerization is significant. At zero






128.17× 41, 643× 1.63
3.16× 1.63
= 1.69× 106 g/mol (63)
This molecular weight is nearly two orders of magnitude higher than the initial
value of MWn of 3.5 × 104 g/mol predicted by the rate-equation model, so chain
transfer to monomer indeed appears to be insignificant as a chain-stopping event. The
concentration of TDBs is then vanishingly small when compared to the concentration









Figure 41: Possible chain-stopping events considered for butyl acrylate solution poly-
merization, including (a) chain transfer to solvent, (b) termination by combination,
and (c) intermolecular chain transfer to polymer.
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effect of TDB polymerization on the results should be negligible. The results from
the steady-state model of Nikitin et al. [79] are in good agreement with both the
rate-equation and KMC models. According to Nikitin et al. [79], chain transfer
to solvent is the dominant chain-stopping event. As illustrated in Figure 41, three
possible chain-stopping events are considered here, to determine which should be
dominant. In Figure 41(a), dissociation of an oil-soluble initiator molecule is followed
by propagation of both radicals, and then one of the radicals transfers to a solvent
molecule. To verify that chain transfer to solvent is the dominant chain-stopping






128.17× 41, 643× 1.63
35.1× 5.82
= 4.25× 104 g/mol (64)
This molecular weight is reasonably close to the initial value of MWn predicted
by the rate-equation model. Termination by combination of two secondary radicals
is illustrated in Figure 41(b), where two radicals are generated from an oil-soluble
initiator molecule, and the radicals then propagate for the same duration before





2× 128.17× 41, 643× 1.63
149.2
= 1.17× 105 g/mol (65)





2× 128.17× 41, 643× 1.63
18.65
= 9.33× 105 g/mol (66)
for the system radius of 200 nm. These values are higher than the initial MWn pre-
dicted by the models, with a difference of nearly two orders of magnitude for the
200-nm radius, which has the smaller value of kt,m due to the decreased confinement
of the radicals. In the absence of confinement, the molecular weight for termination
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by combination would be even higher than 9.33× 105 g/mol, so termination by com-
bination is unlikely to be a significant chain-stopping event. Lastly, chain transfer
to polymer should be considered, as illustrated in Figure 41(c), and this calculation
must be done for some non-zero value of polymer concentration. The value of the
molecular rate constant for chain transfer to polymer should be computed based on
the concentration of polymerized mers, or rather the total concentration of monomers
which have been consumed through propagation. At a monomer conversion of 5%,
the cumulative molecular rate constant for chain transfer to polymer is
ktr,p,m,c = 0.05ktr,p[M ]0 = 0.05× 0.151× 1.63 = 1.23× 10−2 s−1 (67)





128.17× 41, 643× 1.63
1.23× 10−2
= 7.09× 108 g/mol (68)
which is over 104 times the value of MWn predicted by the KMC and rate-equation
models. Based on the values ofMWn calculated for the various chain-stopping events,
chain transfer to solvent appears to be dominant in determining the molecular weight
for the confined systems examined here, even more so for unconfined systems. The
fact that the molecular weights predicted by the KMC simulations become slightly
higher than those predicted by the rate-equation model may be due to the lower
rate of conversion in the confined systems, as observed in Figure 39. The predicted
molecular weight in the KMC results is likely inflated due to the increased amount of
propagation occurring between chain-stopping events, which results from the higher
monomer concentrations in the KMC simulations. While termination by combination
determines the total lifetime of a radical, and therefore affects the overall rate of
conversion, its contribution as a chain-stopping event is shown to be insignificant. The




Figure 42 shows that the degree of branching predicted by the KMC simulations de-
creases with increasing confinement. While the prediction of the rate-equation model
compares well to the experimental data point [79], the predictions of the KMC sim-
ulations are somewhat lower. As the termination rate increases due to confinement,
the decreasing radical lifetime provides fewer opportunities for backbiting or chain
transfer to polymer, reducing the number of branch points. Most of the branches are

















Figure 42: Degree of branching from rate-equation model (solid line) and KMC simu-
lations for system radii of 100 nm (triangle) and 200 nm (diamond) compared to the
results from the model of Nikitin et al. (circle) [79] and the experimental data point
from Nikitin et al. (+).
produced by propagation of mid-chain radicals, 84% for the rate-equation simulation,
so the rate of branch formation decreases with monomer concentration. The results
in Figure 43 show that the concentration of branches produced by both backbiting
and chain transfer to polymer decreases as the system size is reduced because of the
reduced radical lifetime resulting from faster termination. Most of the branches are
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Figure 43: Concentration of branches produced by (a) backbiting and (b) inter-
molecular chain transfer to polymer, including branches produced by termination of
mid-chain radicals, from rate-equation model (solid line) and KMC simulations for
system radii of 100 nm (triangle) and 200 nm (diamond).
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produced via backbiting, consistent with the assumptions made by Nikitin et al. [79]
To show the significance of this finding, the critical concentration of repeat units
for polymer coil overlap, c∗, is calculated from Equation (55) and compared to the
concentration of repeat units calculated from the rate-equation and KMC simulations.






















Figure 44: Concentration of polymer repeat units predicted by rate-equation model
(solid line) and KMC simulations for system radii of 100 nm (triangle) and 200 nm
(diamond), compared to critical concentration c∗ calculated from Equation (55) for
rate-equation model (dashed line) and KMC simulations for system radii of 100 nm
(dash-dot line) and 200 nm (dotted line).
Figure 44 shows that the concentration of polymer repeat units predicted by each
of the simulations is greater than the critical concentration c∗ estimated by Equation
(55), indicating that the polymer coils do overlap each other. This finding, taken
with the data shown in Figure 43(a) and 43(b), indicates that backbiting may be
highly dominant in branch formation over intermolecular chain transfer even when
polymer coils come in contact with one another in solution. As shown in Figure 44,
the variation between the values of c∗ calculated for the rate-equation model and the
KMC simulations is minimal, while the concentration of polymer repeat units for each
simulation follows a trajectory similar to that of the monomer conversion. The results
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from the KMC simulations show that, as with the rate-equation model, the common
assumption that intermolecular chain transfer to polymer should be significant in
branch formation when polymer coils overlap in solution is not valid for this system.
Even though the polymer chains overlap in solution, the overwhelming majority of
all branches, including long-chain branches, are produced by backbiting.
















Figure 45: Concentration of short-chain branches at Lcut = 10, including branches
produced by termination of mid-chain radicals, from rate-equation model (solid line)
and KMC simulations for system radii of 100 nm (triangle) and 200 nm (diamond).
Figure 45, 46, and 47 show that the short-chain branch concentrations follow
a similar trajectory to the data in Figure 43(a) for the concentration of branches
produced by backbiting, and that the concentration of short-chain branches increases
slightly as the value of Lcut is increased from 10 to 40 mers. Comparison of the short-
chain branch concentrations to the corresponding long-chain branch concentrations
in Figure 48(a), 49(a), and 50(a) shows that most of the branches are short-chain
branches, as expected based on the backbiting CDF. Following the same trend as
the other plots of branch concentration, the rate of formation of long-chain branches
decreases with monomer concentration. The concentration of long-chain branches also
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Figure 46: Concentration of short-chain branches at Lcut = 25, including branches
produced by termination of mid-chain radicals, from rate-equation model (solid line)
and KMC simulations for system radii of 100 nm (triangle) and 200 nm (diamond).
















Figure 47: Concentration of short-chain branches at Lcut = 40, including branches
produced by termination of mid-chain radicals, from rate-equation model (solid line)
and KMC simulations for system radii of 100 nm (triangle) and 200 nm (diamond).
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Figure 48: (a) Long-chain branch concentrations at Lcut = 10, from KMC simulations
for system radii of 100 nm (triangle) and 200 nm (diamond) and from rate-equation
model, determined both with (solid line) and without (dashed line) backbiting as a
branch-stopping event; (b) zp/bb, the number of propagation events per backbiting
event, calculated from Equation (56).
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Figure 49: (a) Long-chain branch concentrations at Lcut = 25, from KMC simulations
for system radii of 100 nm (triangle) and 200 nm (diamond) and from rate-equation
model, determined both with (solid line) and without (dashed line) backbiting as a
branch-stopping event; (b) zp/bb, the number of propagation events per backbiting
event, calculated from Equation (56).
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Figure 50: (a) Long-chain branch concentrations at Lcut = 40, from KMC simulations
for system radii of 100 nm (triangle) and 200 nm (diamond) and from rate-equation
model, determined both with (solid line) and without (dashed line) backbiting as a
branch-stopping event; (b) zp/bb, the number of propagation events per backbiting
event, calculated from Equation (56).
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decreases as the minimum length Lcut for a long-chain branch is increased, following
from the result that the majority of branches are produced by backbiting and about
80% of the branches formed by backbiting are less than 10 mers in length. For all
three values of Lcut, the long-chain branch concentration from the KMC simulations
quickly reaches a plateau, with the start of this plateau becoming earlier as Lcut is
increased. Figure 17(a) shows a case where zp/bb is greater than Lcut, and Figure 17(b)
shows a case where zp/bb is less than Lcut. In both the rate-equation model and the
KMC simulations, once zp/bb drops below Lcut, formation of long-chain branches slows
and eventually stops, an effect that is clearly observable in Figure 49(a) and 50(a),
although the rate-equation model reaches a plateau later than the KMC simulations.
Noting that the y-axes are scaled differently in Figure 48(a), 49(a), and 50(a), the
gap between the plateaus of the rate-equation model and KMC simulations decreases
as the value of Lcut is increased. This gap is less obvious in Figure 48(a) due to
the longer time required for both models to reach a plateau value. As shown in
Figure 50(a), when Lcut is increased to 40, the plateau of the rate-equation model
including backbiting as a branch-stopping event approaches the plateau from the
200-nm KMC simulations, at longer times. Backbiting, as a branch-stopping event,
is clearly significant in determining the plateau value of long-chain branching in the
KMC simulations, but there are remaining effects occurring in the KMC simulations
which are not captured in the rate-equation model.
7.4 Viscosity Predictions
In Figure 51 and 52, there is an obvious difference between the viscosity predictions
of the rate-equation and KMC simulations. This difference is due to the molecular
weight used in the Mark-Houwink-Sakurada equation to determine the linear-chain
viscosity. While the viscosity-average molecular weight Mv may be calculated in the
KMC simulations since the length of each chain is known, the rate-equation model
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Figure 51: Intrinsic viscosity predicted from simulations at (a) Lcut = 10 and (b) Lcut
= 25, showing predictions of rate-equation model as [ηl] (dashed line), [ηb] (solid line),
and [ηcorr] (dotted line); predictions of 100-nm radius KMC simulations as [ηl] (filled
triangle), [ηb] (filled circle), and [ηcorr] (filled diamond); and predictions of 200-nm
radius KMC simulations as [ηl] (open triangle), [ηb] (open circle), and [ηcorr] (open
diamond).
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Figure 52: Intrinsic viscosity predicted from simulations at Lcut = 40, showing predic-
tions of rate-equation model as [ηl] (dashed line), [ηb] (solid line), and [ηcorr] (dotted
line); predictions of 100-nm radius KMC simulations as [ηl] (filled triangle), [ηb] (filled
circle), and [ηcorr] (filled diamond); and predictions of 200-nm radius KMC simula-
tions as [ηl] (open triangle), [ηb] (open circle), and [ηcorr] (open diamond).























Figure 53: Linear-chain intrinsic viscosity from KMC simulations using system radii
of 100 nm (filled triangle) and 200 nm (open triangle) compared to intrinsic viscosity
obtained from rate-equation model with molecular weight scaled by the polydispersity
from 200-nm radius KMC simulations.
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Figure 54: Polydispersity index obtained from KMC simulations using system radius
of 200 nm (circle) and corresponding linear fit, 3.2× 10−4t+ 1.90 with R2 = 0.997.
substitutes the number-average molecular weight Mn in place of Mv, so the result-
ing linear-chain viscosity is significantly lower for the rate-equation model. Figure
53 shows the linear-chain intrinsic viscosity obtained from the rate-equation model
when Mn is scaled using a linear fit of the polydispersity obtained from the 200-
nm KMC simulations, which provides an estimate of the weight-average molecular
weight Mw for the rate-equation model. The polydispersity index from the 200-nm
KMC simulations and its linear fit are shown in Figure 54. Using this estimate of
Mw in the Mark-Houwink-Sakurada equation gives a linear-chain viscosity for the
rate-equation model that is near the intrinsic viscosity calculated from the KMC sim-
ulations, showing that that the difference in molecular weight is the primary cause for
the discrepancy between the models in Figure 51 and 52. The KMC model therefore
provides a more accurate prediction of the intrinsic viscosity, especially as the system
size is increased to reduce the effects of confinement. The effects of long-chain and
short-chain branching are similar for the rate-equation and KMC simulations. Long-
chain branching reduces the predicted intrinsic viscosity, and increasing the value
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of Lcut brings the long-chain-branched viscosity closer to the linear-chain intrinsic
viscosity, as the concentration of branches classified as long-chain branches becomes
smaller. Including the effects of both short-chain and long-chain branching causes a
further decrease in the predicted intrinsic viscosity, but this prediction is relatively
insensitive to the value of Lcut.
7.5 Conclusions
The well-mixed KMC model allows examination of the effects of radical confinement
on branching. Comparison of the KMC simulation results to the experimental data
and the results of the rate-equation model shows that confinement of radicals reduces
both the conversion rate and the degree of branching, due to a decreased radical
lifetime. For the experimental conditions used here [79], the number-average molec-
ular weight is essentially unchanged by radical confinement, since the rate of chain
transfer to solvent, the dominant chain-stopping event, is unaffected by confinement.
Branch-length distribution is more readily studied using the KMC model as compared
to the rate-equation model, due to the details in the branching topology of individ-
ual chains which may affect the length of branches produced by both backbiting and
intermolecular chain transfer to polymer. The KMC model also improves the predic-
tion of intrinsic viscosity, as the viscosity-average molecular weight is easily computed
when the length of each chain in the system is known. The key finding from the pre-
vious chapter, that backbiting is overwhelmingly dominant in branch formation even
at polymer concentrations where polymer coils may overlap, holds true for the KMC
simulation results. Although the KMC model is more computationally intensive than
the rate-equation model, the accessibility of microstructural details and the availabil-
ity of distributions for systems containing many chains make the KMC model better
suited for the simulation of branch length.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
8.1 Conclusions
At the outset of this project, the spatially-resolved kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) model
was considered to be the only model necessary for studying molecular-level mecha-
nisms such as those examined in this work, and the simultaneous reaction and dif-
fusion of polymer chains was viewed as a major advantage of the spatially-resolved
model, allowing inherent approximations of diffusion-limited reactions such as termi-
nation and at high conversion, propagation. Diffusion of oligomers was simulated on
the lattice with measurable success, once the reptation event was incorporated into
the model, and trends of diffusivity versus oligomer length found in the literature [51]
were reproduced after some tuning of the rate constants for reptation and bond fluc-
tuation. Incorporation of reactions alongside diffusion followed next, but the issue of
extreme model stiffness quickly became obvious, as the events of reptation and bond
fluctuation occur on a scale about 106 times faster than the reactions. Invoking the
“tau-leaping” algorithm [50] reduced this difference in time scales such that diffusion
was only 10 or 100 times faster than the fastest reaction, but simulations of poly-
merization in a 100-nm diameter miniemulsion particle still required over a month
to reach monomer conversions between 75–90%. The inefficiency of the spatially-
resolved model for simulating a full complement of reactions had become apparent,
so the effects of diffusion on the nucleation mechanisms of oil-soluble initiators, the
study underway at the time, were reconsidered. Realizing that the diffusive effects on
reactions such as termination are minimal at lower polymer concentrations, the well-
mixed assumption, an extension of the “tau-leaping” algorithm, was invoked, and the
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well-mixed KMC model was created. Simulation of diffusion-dependent events such
as radical desorption and termination is simplified in the well-mixed model, and the
results need only be interpreted in light of the primary limitation, that the well-mixed
assumption does not necessarily hold true at higher conversions.
The well-mixed KMC model has proven to be a useful tool for examining the nu-
cleation mechanisms of oil-soluble initiators in styrene miniemulsion polymerization,
stripping away the zero–one assumption and leaving in its place only a few reasonably
justified assumptions regarding individual reactive events, assumptions which are un-
likely to have a major impact on the predicted molecular-weight distribution and
therefore are unlikely to impact the conclusions of the study. Multi-modal molecular-
weight distributions, which might require a high number of moments to simulate using
a rate-equation model, are easily obtained from the well-mixed KMC model without
requiring any adjustments to the model algorithm. Overlapping and minor modes of
the molecular weight distribution become more obvious, thereby allowing for clearer
observation of the presence of certain chain-stopping events.
The combination of models employed to study the branch-length distribution in
butyl acrylate solution polymerization leveraged the advantages of each model to
examine the significance of backbiting and other reactions on the both the amount
and length of branches. The spatially-resolved model provided an appropriate plat-
form for determining the branch lengths achievable through backbiting, leading to
the construction of the backbiting cumulative distribution function (CDF), which
permitted removal of the common assumption that backbiting only produces short-
chain branches, and ultimately led to the larger study of branch-length distribution.
Prediction of the amounts of short-chain and long-chain branching is more direct with
the well-mixed KMC model, where the detailed branching topology of each chain is
simulated. While the rate-equation model is much more efficient at predicting the
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amounts of short-chain and long-chain branching, its assumption of a simple branch-
ing topology does not capture all of the microstructural features that affect branch
length. Physical properties such as intrinsic viscosity are also more readily determined
using distributions available in the well-mixed KMC model.
Models that allow for simulation across multiple length and time scales permit
simultaneous examination of detailed molecular mechanisms and prediction of exper-
imental observables such as monomer conversion and molecular-weight distribution,
providing insight into microstructural features that are often not observable through
laboratory experiments. Combining multiple modeling techniques to study a par-
ticular system or mechanism, with consideration to the objectives of the study, can
provide a more thorough exploration of the system variables and produce a more
efficient modeling methodology. Further refinement of these modeling techniques to-
ward examining the microstructure of polymers will become possible only as finer
resolutions of measurement are achieved through the advancement of experimental
techniques.
8.2 Future Directions
Particle morphology in emulsion or miniemulsion polymerization is an aspect that,
although initially envisioned for the spatially-resolved model, was not ultimately part
of this thesis. The assembly of core-shell particles using triblock copolymers is an
intriguing topic, as the chemical bonding between the core and shell, depicted in Fig-
ure 55(b), could improve the effectiveness of core-shell particles in applications such
as adhesives and impact modifiers. Such particles have been successfully synthesized
using a difunctional surface-active initiator and a surface-active reversible addition-
fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) agent [76]. The growth of entire chains from
the core through the second layer is accomplished by using a RAFT agent to maintain














Figure 55: Possible core-shell particle structures using monomers of types A and B
(a) with separate polymer chains in the core and shell and (b) using a combination of
surface-active initiator and RAFT agent to grow triblock copolymer chains through
three layers, followed by annealing.
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initiator are excluded from the particles, then most of the radicals will terminate be-
fore the second stage of the process, thus preventing the growth of diblock or triblock
copolymers. With the inclusion of both a difunctional surface-active initiator and a
surface active RAFT agent, the core of monomer type A may be converted with a
polydispersity near 1.0, then the surface radicals propagate outward to form the first
shell using monomer type B, and finally the second shell is formed using monomer
type A. In order for the layers of the particle to remain separated, monomers A and
B must be relatively insoluble in one another. After the polymerization is completed,
the particle is annealed so that the mers in the core and second shell diffuse together,
driven by the decrease in free energy resulting from the minimization of the surface
area between the two phases.
Using only the spatially-resolved model, simulating the growth of a triblock copoly-
mer and the formation of the core-shell structure through annealing would be highly
computationally expensive. Anchoring of the initiator end group to the surface of
the particle would likely prevent full conversion of the core, and even if that could
be achieved, maintaining end groups at the outer surface of the first shell could pose
problems as the radicals propagate through the FCC lattice. Dividing this simula-
tion effort between the well-mixed KMC and spatially-resolved models would allow
for a more efficient simulation procedure, as the polymerization could be simulated
off-lattice using the well-mixed KMC simulation. Then, chains could be sampled
from a distribution of block lengths and molecular weights and placed on the FCC
lattice. The annealing process could be simulated by weighting the bond fluctuation
and reptation events so that mers are more likely to diffuse towards other mers of the
same type.
The ultimate goal for most modeling efforts is to develop some type of reduced-
order process model that is capable of making stand-alone predictions of product
properties based on the processing conditions, so that such a model can be applied for
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process control. The modeling efforts presented in this work do not consider changes
in process variables such as temperature or initiator concentration. Although, as for
the modeling studies of butyl acrylate solution polymerization, nominal rate constants
may provide a reasonable reproduction of experimental or process data, certain factors
such as initiator efficiency remain somewhat ambiguous and can only be accounted
for by updating a model according to experimental or process data. Further studies
should be performed to examine the robustness of the models used in this work to
changes in process conditions. Key mechanisms affecting such properties as long-
chain branching or molecular weight must be extracted from the KMC simulations
and applied to more computationally efficient models such as the rate-equation model
if process models are to be developed to account for variations in chain microstructure.
The comparisons made in this work between the rate-equation and well-mixed KMC
models show that such model reduction may be achievable, but many aspects of these
models remain to be considered before a process model can be realized.
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